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icken Soup FHLB To Move Against
Is Recalled
By Campbell Rise In Interest Rates
Jimmy Starks Road Projects Move Made As Backup To
Injured, Wreck Are Approved Nixon Economic Policies
For Calloway

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

CAMDEN, N.J. (UPI)—Federal authorities began checking "thoroughly" today to find
out how more than a quartermillion cans of contaminated
chicken vegetable broth was
shipped without detection from
the Campbell Soup Co. plant at Jimmy W. Starks of Almo
ROUTE One was admitted to the Highway Commissioner B. E.
Paris, Tex., to 16 states.
By donald Haley
lividends when he announced
Officials at Campbell head- Murray -Calloway County King this week approved eleven
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The the new policies.
quarters here recalled 4,790 Hospital for observation after road improvement projects for Federal Home Loan Bank However, the announcement
raises of the soup-230,352 cans being injured in a two car ac- Calloway County.
Board (FHLB) served notice if the Martin press conference
chemists dis- cident on Sunday about five p.m. Bituminous resurfacing is today it would move against appeared
the
indicate
company
—after
Saw a lot or people and it was
to
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell
Mrs. B. C. Burnett
the on the Penny—Airport Road near planned for 1.2 miles of Ky. 893, rises in mortgage interest rates administration was unsatisfied
that
Sunday
covered
generally enjoyable.
Director
District
I
—Asst.
—District I Director
product was contaminated by the Calloway-Marshall County from 0.7 mile south of the hunc- as a backup to President with voluntary efforts.
tion with Ky. 94 and extending Nixon's new economic policies.
a sometimes fatal line.
botulism,
Met a lady who said her husband
The dollar was lower than
toxic that attacks the nervous • Starks, age twenty, was treated south to the Dan Caldwell Road. The FHLB announced today
never made a mistake. He was
for a laceration of the left elbow Initial bituminous surfacing is Chairman Preston Martin previous official exchange rates
system.
on most European money
only wrong once, she said, and he
William Parker, director of and complirriented of back pain, planned for 1.9 fillies of Brady would hold a news conference
markets today as they opened
was right that time but thought
Campbell's Information Servi- hospital officials said. He was Road, 2.6 miles of Tucker- at 10 a.m. EDT Tuesday "to
for the first time in a week, but
he was wrong.
ces, said the company had admitted for observation and is Garland Road, 3.1 miles of West discuss a rise in mortgage
the drop was not nearly as
"ascertained the whereabouts listed in satisfactory condition Fork Church Road, 1 mile of interest rates and several steps
Mrs. B. C. Burnett, past Professional Women's Club on
Little Oaks Road, 1.3 miles of being taken to stabilize these much as the United States had
Met another lady who comof 2,768 cases" by late Sunday this morning by the hospital.
president of Emblem BPW Club Thursday evening, August 19, at
hoped.
2,031 cases still Kentucky State Trooper James Highland Road, 1 mile of A. rates in line with President
leaving
plained that her husband watnight,
The greatest dip in the
of Mayfield, and Director of the Murray Woman's Club house.
Forrest
Road,
Carlton
0.5
mile
of
D.
Lee
of
Cadiz
investigated
for.
unaccounted
the
riled baseball on TV all the time.
Nixon's new policies."
value was in West
District I, and Miss Anna Lou
dollar's
social workei
Burnett,
a
Mrs.
Road,
1.2
miles
of
Blackwell
Sbe said she cried and told him
It was the nation's second Iwo car collision but could not be
Caldwell, past president of the with the Bureau of Public
The dollar, meanwhile, ap- Germany where the effective
of soup contacted for details this mor- Road, 1.2 miles of Ledbetter
discovery
major
"You love baseball better than
drop in value of the dollar
Fulton-South Fulton BPW Club Assistance in Mayfield, spoke on
contamination by botulism in as ning by the Ledger 8c Times staff. Creek Road, and 1.9 miles of Ness peared to be holding its own on
you do me". "Yes", he ancompared
to old exchange rates
and Assistant Director of members getting involved in the
the
world's
money
rnerkets.
Hope
Church
Road.
many months. Bon Vivant Co. Cars involved were a 1968 or
swered, "but I love you more
District I, were the guest betterment of the community.
Mortgage interest rates were was 6.4 per cent. The decrease
projects should be
of Newark, N.J., reported the 1969 Chevrolet driven by Starks, The
gen I do basketball".
speakers at the regular meeting She also gave
some of the
in Britain was about 1.7 per
first in vichyssoise, a cold and a 1964 Chevrolet driven by finished this winter, Corn. not included in Nixon's 90-day
cent and 1 per cent in France
of the Murray Business and highlights of District I, H,III and
wage-price-rent
freeze.
There
missioner
King
said.
Steve
Bailey.
Kenny Overbey
potato soup, and subsequently
IV Fall Roundup to be held at declared itself bankrupt.
was no immediate indication as compared to the old
Baleen Cerf had the following
Miller
and
Ricky
were
10.
and
October
9
Lodge
Barkley
what steps
story in his column in the ComMartin
would exchange rate. The dollar also
A NAME BETRAYED
Kenneth M. Clair, Campbell's passengers in the Bailey car.
dropped some in other EuShe a also urged the club to vice
announce.
mercial Appeal.
GREAT
The
Starks'
car
was
towed
in by
YARMOUTH, Enpresident
for
public
ropean nations.
organize a Samothrace Club. relations,
There
during the Nazi occupation of
has
been
severe
fee
Gardner Wrecker Service and gland (UPI)—Sailor Patrick
said the cans of
This is a club made up of College contaminated soup,
France in World War II, a GerBailey car by the Hook's Hornby, 43, almost made it to criticism from Democrats and
bearing the
The United States wants the
man lieutenant spotted a NorGreat Yarmouth in his four-foot union leaders of the failure of value of the dollar to sink on
Two traffic colltssions were girls who will be future Business code number ''07,i13,701x,"
I Alignment Service.
mandy peasant gazing intently investigated by the Murray and Professional women.
bathtub HMS Unsinkable when the administration to take world markets so that Ameriwere shipped from the compadown a deep well, droning Police Department on Saturday. Miss Caldwell, employed by U. ny's Paris plant to Alabama,
it happened—he began to sink. decisive action against interest can exports will cost less in
monotonouLsy in a half-whisper, No injuries were listed on the S. Department of Agriculture in Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Three persons were cited by The tub, which had done well rates and profits while it was foreign countries and
foreign
Dresden, Tenn., spoke on
"31-31-31-31-." His suspicions reports fieled by the officers.
Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, the Murray Police Department for most of the 26-mile voyage, freezing wages and prices. Imports will cost more in the
membership. She also spoke on
;
were
Sunday.
Saturday
They
They
and
charged
aroused, the Nazi demanded an
this
was unfair to United States.
began to go down as it gathered
Louisiana, Nebraska, New Mexexplanation. The peasant pointed
Cars involved in a collision at the need of all members being ico, Mississippi, Missouri, Okla one for public drunkenness at 2:15 speed Friday with the tide. the working man and the Criticism continued of Nixclub
to the well, the soldier leaned 12:02 p.m. were a 1966 Opel two orientated on all levels of the
horns, Tennessee, Texas and p.m. Saturday, another for public Ficirriby was flung into the river consumer.
on's domestic policies—mainly
drunkenness at 6:50 p.m. Sunday, Yare, where he managed to
Nixon asked
over to peer down it—and the door station wagon owned by work.
banks and of the 90-day freeze on wages,
Wyoming.
president
Toberts,
Hoyt
Mrs.
peasant pushed him in.
Mable Brown and driven by Alan
Clair said the contaminated and one for driving while In- cling to the side of a boat until corporations to piece a volunta(Continued on Page k.aget)
ry freeze on interest rates and
A few minutes later another Thomas Camp of 301 North 8th presided. Miss Doris Rowland, product was processed July 15, toxicated at 12:20 am. Sunday. pulled to safety, police amid.
Nazi soldier—this one a major— Street, Murray, and a 1970 membership chairman, Mrs. but that Campbell was recalling
came upon the peasant looking Oldsmobile four door hardtop Ronald Churchill, Mrs. Chesley all of the chicken vegetabld
down into the well, repeating to owned by Grover Barrow and Butterworth, and Mrs. Laverne soup packed
at its Paris plant
himself, "32-32-32-32-."
8/
driven by Sybil K. Barrow of Orr were in charge o "as an extra safety factor."
arrangements.
Dover, Tenn.
Unlike the botulism contaminThe police report said Camp Guests other than the speakers ation of Bon Vivant Products,
Then there was the kid who
was
going north on South 12th were, Mrs. Ora Addison, Hunt- Parker reported "there has
wanted a job in a grocery store.
Street
in the right hand lane of sville, Ala., Mrs. Frances Webb, been no illness and there is not
The grocer asked him his name
Emroy, Texas, Miss Mary Sue
he
says
and
"George the four lane drive. The Barrow Seay, Mayfield, Mrs. Rameylle Likely to be any illness" as a
car
pulled
out
of
the
Big
K
:•esult of the Campbell contaWashington". The grocery says
Pigue, Fulton, Mrs. Vernon
-that's a pretty well known name parking lot, crossed three lanes, Riley, Miss Shielda Garrison, and mination. Parker said most
xinsumin-s would be repelled by
and it?" "Tit ought to be", says and collided with the Camp car, Miss Ola Mae Roberts.
according to the police report.
'1.he foul
odor" of
the
The
will
next
be
meeting
held
Damage to the Opel was on the
(Continued on Page Eight)
lcontaminated products.
left door and to the Oldsmobile Thursday, September 16.
Bon Vivant recalled more
''
,
V77'•7•
,
7".77,-,
•-•-v•
on the right fender.
than
a
million
cans
of
The other collision occurred at
PURSE STOLEN
vichyssoise and other products
3:50 p.m. on Main Street between
following the June 30 death of
a 1967 Nash four door owned by Darlene Gay Stuart of 1202 Samuel Cochran Jr., a Bedford,
Street,
Murray,
Main
said her N.Y.,
Debbie Boyd and driven by
banker who died after
By United Press International Delores Margo
Robertson of 1625 purse containing from 885 to $90 eating some of the supposedly
Hamilton Avenue, and a 1971 was stolen at the Murray Drive In contaminated potato
soup.
Partly cloudy through Tuesday Volkswagen
two door driven by Theatre sometime between eight
eith widely scattered thunClair
also
said
the
botulism,
Richmond William Bean, Jr., of and 10:15 p.m. on Sunday, acdershowers Monday and over
cording to the report made to the which results from inadequate
Murray Route Six.
east portion Monday night. No
Police said Mrs. Robertson was Murray Police Department at heating during canning, could
important temperature changes.
going east on Main Street and 10:15 p.m. Sunday. The money be neutralized by boiling. But
(fighs today and Tuesday in the
Agriculture
Department
had stopped in the traffic but was in one twenty dollar bill, two an
80s
Lows tonight in the 60s. failed to have a
brake light. The ten dollar bills, six to eight five spokesman said most people
Bean car hit the Nash in the rear, dollar bills, and several one allow soup only to simmer to
preserve its flavor.
Extended r orecast
according to the police report. dollar bills, the report said.
Damage
In Washington, the Agriculto
the
Volswagen
was
The extended weather outlook
ture Department urged consufor Kentucky from Wednesday on the front, but no damage was
FREE KITTENS
mers in the affected states, as
through Friday shows a chance of reported to the Nash.
well as in neighboring locales,
showers Thursday and in the east
Free kittens to persons for pets. to "carefully
FREE KITTEN
destroy any
portion Friday. Otherwise,
They are excellent mousers, all chicken vegetable soup in
partly cloudy with little change in A Calico Persian Kitten, six
such
to temperatures. Lows in the 60s. weeks old, is free to someone for sizes, and have long and short away as will prevent it being
good home. For information hair. For information call 753- ccinsumed by humans and
highs mostly in the 80s.
6977.
call 753-7941.
animals."
We spend the weekend In
Memphis attending the 37th
annual Convention of the
Southeastern Shrine Association.
15000 Shriners. Twenty-four from
the Murray Shrine Club attended,
which, we imagine, would be u
Large or larger percentage of any
Shrine Club in the Association
attending.

Mrs. Burnett and Miss Caldwell
Speakers at Murray B&PW Meet

Two Collisions
Are Reported

The Weather

Kenneth M. McEnroe, head of
the USDA's Meat and Poultry
Inspection Service, said the
agency's resident inspector at
Paris would "check thoroughly"
to discover how the contaminated soup escaped detection.
The USDA's Consumer and
Marketing Service also said it
was "contacting the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga.,
and the public health authorities in the states in which the
possibly contaminated product
has been distributed."

••••

Ruben D. Liley Awarded
Letter Of Commendation

4-WEBS FROM CALLOWAY COUNTY camping at West Kentucky 444 Camp, Dawson Springs,
included these club members, shown here with some of the staff. Pictured are (from left, frost)
Larry Cunningham, Penny Lockhart, Boons Green and Laura Tremblay, and (back Fred ('.illum,
agent); Garrott Lyons, Kentucky Utilities Company 4-H electric counselor; Brenda Smith, leader:
John Williams, KU farm service advisor, and Kenneth Tidwell.

Navy Petty Officer Second
Class Ruben D. Liley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ruben D. Lacy of Route
5, Murray, was awarded a Letter
of Commendation for outstanding
performance of duty while serving with Helicopter Combat
Support Squadron Four at the
Naval Air Station, Lakehirst.
N.J.
He is a 1959 graduate of
lAlbourn High, I.ilbourn, rs1,,

MURRAY FIREMEN shows fighting the blade at the Murray
Hatchery Company at 466 South 4th Street, Murray, on Friday
aftereoon. Extensive damage was reported to the back part of
the building where egg cartons were stored. Thirteen regular

and four volunteer firemen answered the call and fought the
blaze for sometime. The Murray Pollee Department kept the
portion of South 4th Street closed to traffic while the blaze was
being fought by the firemen.
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Mayor of Calvert
sayshe enjoys work>

The Outstanding Civic Asset et a Ceinmunity
is the Integrity aids Newspaper

IN JUANA HOUSER
NC-TO Staff Wier
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With a fat cigar stuck in his

round face, the slow talking
mayor of Calvert City said
that he enjoyed his work.
Mayor Dr. William J. Col-

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TISEE8 FILM

The Regional Library at Murray will soon receive the pictorial
news map of the week series from the Kentucky Library Extension Division in Frankfort.
Wheat producers eligible to vote in the 1962 wheat marketing
quota referendum to be held August 24 may cast their ballots at
the polling places designated, according to H. B. Fulton, chairman, AS(S. ,
Everett Otis Jones has returned from Philmont Scout Ranch in
Cinarron, N. M., where he took two weeks Boy Scout training in
Junior leadership.
Marriages reported include Miss Judith Ann Grogan to Jerry
Blain Wallace on July 30, and Miss Jeanette Huie to Robert
H. Roehm on August 18.

20 Years Ago Today
Mrs. Brooks Cross of Murray will attend the National Convocation of Methodist Youth August 27-31 at Purdue University,
Lafayett, Ind.
A check for 8325.00 has been sent by Dewey Ragsdale, local Red
Cross treasurer, for the Kansas-Missouri area flood relief.
Charles Tolley, John Mclvor, and Raymond Copeland, all
stationed at the Millington Navy Base near Memphis, Tenn.,
spent the weekend with their families.
Kentucky has just come through the driest week since the first
of July with hardly a drop of rainfall recorded at the twenty
federal measuring stations scattered around the state.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WLAC.TV
WSIX-TV
WShf-TV
damsel S
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MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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:80 News; Wthr.; Snorts Newt: Wthr
Sow.
Dream ot Jeannie
.30 Allan
Ounemeke
Let's Make a Deal
:00 Comedy Theater
Ounemoke
acheiyaerl Game
:30 Comedy Theater Here's Lacy
Casey Jena ins
:OS MovM:
MaYberry R.F.D.
Movie:
:30 -Trifle Play"
"El Greco"
Doris Day
:40 Novi,
CBS Newcomers
Movie
:38 Moyle
CBS Newcomers
Movie
90 News; Wrix ; Sports News; Willi.; Sports
It Takes a Thiel
:10 Tonierht
It Takes • Thief
Moyle:
"The Fat Man"
Moyle

Tonight
'1 :00
:38 Tonleht
1 2 3`11
1

Isn't It The Truth!

MM.*

News; MM.;
Dioc Cavell

Snorts

Dick Caveat
Dick Craft

TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

by Carl Riblet Jr.
The latest of the medical marvels is the "fat
doctor," the physician whose office nurse lines up
his overweight patients by the dozen every morning
to give them a shot in the arm that is supposed to
render them skinny for awhile---a damned little
while.
"A fat man lives shorter
but eats longer."
"Unkempt Thoughts"

6 .07
7 it
3 :so
.05
10
I1

12
1
..

2
2
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

,tr. mums'
Morning
CBS Morning. News
-30 Monde*
Nashville A.M.
Peat McCoys
Oci,r SCeno Tooav Nashville A.M.
Soft
30 Today
Nashville A.M.
Sete
Teem Scene TCvla, notaln Keneerer
Bozo
Captain Kaneeroo
1r Ted.,
Romeo, ROW
Dinahs Place
Ailke Omegas
Mahal
30 Cencentration
Mike Dosplas
*evert, ifliMlihies
Family Altair
00 Sale of Century
• DIM Van CMG,
wwirl Somme, L owe M 1,150IMONdied
Where Heart is E
Lem, America,, Style
.31 stt
.
.What:
.
Newt Search for Tomorrow Love, American Stvte
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
00 Nom
'3' Neon
00 Pays at Our L:res
To Becters
____
00 Another World
30 9001 Premise
.00 Somerset
.30 Laredo
AN Laredo
:30 Wild WIN West
00 west: Action beers
:311 MSC NNW, News

Sineine Conte.; NeersAll My Children
M World Turns
Lars Make • Deal
Many Selendored Thine Navishreel Game
Galatea; LIsht
Dating Game
Secret Storm
2.155,01
Edda el NteM
One UtiletalLivii
Gunter Pyle, USMC
Peeemard
Jeff's Caine
Ltielf
Movie:
Daniel
"Fort Yuma"
Daniel
Movie
AMC EVOning Stews
Cba !Pinkie News
News: Whir.; Sports

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Monday, Aug. 23,
the 235th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Saturn
and Venus.
The evening stars are Mars,
Jupiter and Mercury.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Virgo.
Gen. Jonathan Wainwright,
hero of Bataan in World War
was born on Aug. 33, 1883.
On this day in history:
In 1630 for the first time,
legislation controlling labor was
passed by the Massachusetts
Bay Colony.
In 1924 Mrs. Miriam "Ma"
Ferguson became the first
Democratic nominee for goverwon,
nor of Texas. She
ttecoming the first woman to
serve as a state governor.
In 1926 hundreds of thousands
of women mourned the death of
movie idol Rudolph Valentino.
In 1968 a United Nations
resolution condemned the Soviet
bloc invasion of Czechoslovakia,
but Russia vetoed it in the
Security Council.

A thought for today: British
poet Thomas de Quincey said,
Hillbillies
L
"It is• notorious that the
7 IS'Afirad YoofurMt."
c
memory strengthens as you lay
Moyle:
:imarren Strlo
Let us behave ourselves valiantly.-1 Chronicles 19:13.
burdens upon it, and becomes
:30 "Ransom for a Cimarron Stria
IS Deed Man"
Egt New, Soeciai
All existence is a battle. Don't be a coward even though you
trustworthy as you trust it."
.9 .30
Movie
may be wounded sorely.
Ni,.,;
*Mr.; Saerlideeros; WItir.: Sports
HIJACK ATTEMPT
10 30 Tonight
Woods 'n' Waters
Somali
CAIRO (UPI I—A
00 Tonight
Movie:
11 :30 Tonieht
"The Deadly
student
attempted
to
hijack
a
JULIE TO, TEACH
00
Companions"
12 :30
Movie
United Arab Airlines SovietATLANIjC BEACH, Fla.
made IL18 with 90 passengers
UP1)-4 e Nixon Eisenhower
aboard to Israel Sunday but
joins the nation's work force
Baby Boy, 1615 Belmont, Murray, Murray, Mrs. Lottie Charlotte
was overpowered by the plane's
today at a pre-school workshop August 20, 1971
Mrs. Margaret Arlene Collier & Garner, 719 Murray Ct., Murray.
armed guards, the semiofficial
that starts the school year for
Baby Boy Hamlin, Mrs. BabrAl Abram newspaper said
Teachers at Atlantic Beach ADULTS 91
bara Jeanne Edwards & Baby OIL SLICK
today.
.•:lementary
School.
Maple
804
Ave,
Mayfield,
Boy,
SAN
CLEMENTE, Calif. It was the first attempt o
Julie will be assigned a third NURSEY 4
Mrs. Nova Jean Cole & Baby Boy, (UPI) -An oil slick estimated
record to hijack an Arab
:rade home room when classes
Route 4, Benton, Miss Pamela at 1,200 gallons and stretching
airliner to Israel, political
tart Sept. 7, but for the next
Lee
Edwards,
Dexter,
Miss
Jina
over
a
distance
NO
of
20
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
miles sources said, although several
:wo weeks she will join the
Bess Kirk, Route 3, Box 57 C, began washing ashore Sunday
attempts were made in the past
3ther teachers in preparing for
Murray, Miss Barbara Mar- night near the Western White
to hijack Israel planes to Arab
he first day of classes.
cardia Pace, 403 South 11th, House, the Coast Guard reportDISMISSIALS
countries.
Murray, Miss Thenia Michele ed.
FALCONS WAIVE 5
Young, Route 1, Almo, Miss The slick
was reported
MILLS SWAPS JOB
GREENVILLE, S.C. (UPI I— Mrs, Lottie
Maw Duncan, Glenda Jean Kelly, Route 3, reaching the shore in a three LOGAN, Utah (UPI)—Chuck
('he Atlanta Falcons of the Route 4, Dexter,
Murray,
Mrs.
Marion
Greer,
mile
stretch
from Dana Point Mills, an assistant football
Alfred Ben
lational Football League Fri- Taylor, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Route 3, Murray, Master Micheal to San Clement', pier. It waf coach at the University of
lay asked waivers on five Frances Louise
Outland, Almo, Jean Revlett, Beach Grove, Glen estimated to be three mile:
past six years,
-ookies. Cut from the squad Mrs. Karen Sue Mowery st Baby Scherffius Kelso, Route 7, offshore the President's retreat Pacific for the
Friday was named to a similar
were running backs Wallace Boy, 1010 Doran Rd.,
Murray,
Dolphus
Lynn
located three miles north 01
Murray, I
capacity at Utah State Univerand Jim Dugan, wide Mrs. Theresa Marie
Clark Sri Lawrence, Route 1, Sedalia, here. Nixon currently is staying sity.
receivers Alvin Griffith and
David Young Morgan, Route 6, at the Western White House
henry McKay and linebacker
rs,
';lenn James.
ot
0

TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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Hospital Report

WORLD WEEK
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NORTHERN IRELAND
ANNOUNCES RIOTIOS
WILL SE IMPIISONeD
WITHOUT TRIM AS
PPOTESTANT.CATHOLic
fATMMES MOUNT

MOSCOW INDICATES
NEM Of ANTI-SOVIET
MANEUVIR IN NIXON'S
TRIP TO SID CHINA

DOUAI' PLuNGES,
GOLD ZOOMS ON
LONDON 015E0
EUROPE MARTS

4

SOVIET AT CRASHES
ON IRKUTSK TAKEOFF
ALL Si &BOARD DIE

burn, said that being mayor
caused him very little trouble
or grief. "It's an easy job for
me," Dr. Colburn said.
"I seldom receive gripes,"
Dr. Colburn said. "If anything
I get compliments. Everything
rule smoothly."
Dr. Colburn said that the other
city offices were filled with
"competent people." "The city
clerk does most of the work
and his wile does the rest,"
Dr. Colburn explained.
The Calvert City Council is
composed of a member of the
volunteer fire department,
street department, police, water and sewer system, refuse
disposal department, planning
and zoning commission, and the
building department. All these
are coordinated by the mayor.
"When the people have a problem, they call the individual
council member to complain.
The council members then report at the council meetings,"
Colburn said.
The biggest problem that has
faced Dr. Colburn as mayor has
been in getting the Calvert City
Country Club, swimming pool,
and golf course.'That's going
to be alright now," Colburn
commented.
Dr. Colburn ran for the office of mayor because he wanted
to help it to become a better
town. At the end of this term
he will have served as mayor

for 12 years. Before he was
mayor he served on the city
council for six years.
"If a good man would run
against me, I would withdraw
from the race," Dr. Colburn
remarked.
Mayor Dr. Coburn stated that
be was not striving to have Calvert City grow. "It's a good
place for the people who are
here," he said, "and we want
to keep it a smell town."

"Calvert City Is a very Interesting place to live," Dr.
Co/burn commented. "So many
differed kinds of people come
in with the plants and there is
a constant turnover."
"A majority of the wives that

come to this small torn are not
happy at first," Dr. Colburn
remarked. "But they are sad
to leave."
There is not much income in
they city, according to Dr. Colburn, "1st we can usually
scrape up the money we need."
"The city has never attempted
anything that it didn't accomplish," Dr. Colburn stated.
Presently the mayor of Calvert City Is working for &nursing home, city hall complex,and
a $100,000 addition to the city
park.
The most unusual thing that
Dr. Colburn remembers happening in Calvert City was when
a cat took over a litter of equirrels.
Dr. Colburn has been president of the PTA-,kod served as
president of the Lili:n's Club.He
has been president of the Calvert City Country Club stone Its
beginning, president of the Calvert City Welfare Organization
since it was fowled 17 years
ego and chairman of the First
Liberty Hank since it was
started.
/4 is also president of the
Calvert Realty Company.He has
been a member of the government's commission for child
welfare for ten years and is a
member of the state board of
health.

i
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"I try not to get mixed up
In church and school politics,"

O
f
4
GRAIN PR EIS OUTDOORS
AS COAST DOCK STRIKE
NAGS ON AND ON

New YORK'S
PeAr011 JOHN
V UNOSA V
DEFECTS TO
DfaIOCRATS

45

DIES ,IN GERMANY—Field
Marshal Wilhelm List, one
of Adolf Hitler's leading
World War II army commanders, died at GarmischPartenkirchen, West C;t4:many at age 91. List was
sentenced to life imprisonnient in 1947 by a U.S. war
crimes court and was released five years later nit
megical parole

tink

Dr. Colburn added.
"I bare only five regular
4
1
IIIVt‘p

AP0U.0 IS ASTRONAUTS
HAVE LAZY MARTS FROM
LONG WRIOSMISSMISS.
HOUSTON EXAMS SNOW
*?
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PINSIDENT THOU URGES
SOUTH VIIT'S NATIONAL
ASSEMMY TO PUT DEATH
eFNAILTY ON DRUG DEALING

I

PINK CHILI MINIMS
RED 0111AFRIENDSHIP

700 IIEDs
ARRESTED
IN SUDAN

ISRAELIS GO
RIGHT SOO
LIMNOS. FOR
GUHRILLAS

11
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IN NOW DELHI, SOVNT
AND INDIA SIGN PACT
FOR CONSULTATION IF
INDIA IS ATTACKED

nightly meetings a month," be
said. These Include city council,
bank board, and pluming and
zoning commission.
"I think that more can be
accomplished over lunch than at
a alibi manna," he remarked.
Dr. Colburn has a short stature. His balding head hints at
hie forty - five years of ege.
Usually he has a cigar In his
mouth and a handful of them in
his pocket.
MORN IN 1925

WINS OAKS TOU
is congratulating cb
In the tournament

Cardin
5-4 Su
0,1

J E.11

Mayor Colbert M.D.
Colburn was born in
1925 in Calloway County. He
was raised on a farm with
seven brothers and sisters.
After graduating from Murray High School, at the age of
17, Colburn entered the Army
Air Force in 1043.
"When I got out of the service
there weren't any jobs, so I
started to Murray College,"
Dr. Colburn stated. "I had to
pot down what Iplannedto major
In and since I couldn't think
/ anything else, I put down
loctor."
Dr. Colburn expelled that
his mother had always wanted
him to be a doctor.
Dr. Colburn entered Murray
College in 1044 and graduated
In 1948. He then went to the
University of Louisville filadi.
col school. In 1052 1:10 itternad,
at St. Vincent Hospital in Toledo, Ohio.
In 1945, Dr.Colburn was marred to Mary Elkins. The Colburn's had four children before
Dr. Colburn had graduated from
medical school.
In 1953, the Colburns moved
to Calvert City. Here they bad
three more children. "Then we
wore out," Dr. Colburn said.
"I've never found anything
hard in life. I've never been in
a difficult situation," Dr. Colburn said. "I've always enjoyed
life. I even enjoyed my three
years in the service."
Dr. Colburn and his family
live in a southern style mansion furnished In antiques, or
.•full of junk" as Dr. Colburn
dated It.
HORSY IS GARDENING
His biggest hobby is gardening. On his 100 acre farm, Dr.
Colburn has a half acre garden.
"Maybe my biggest hobby Is
young girls," Dr. Colburn said
laughing.
He also enjoys tainting, golf,
fishing, boating, water skiing,
table tennis, pool,and just about
any sport. He and his wife also
like to travel and have been tc
Hawaii, Europe, Japan, Hone
Kong, and Alaska.
Dr. Colburn does not remember ever being sick. "I
haven't taken over a half WWI
pills in my life and I doe',
think that my youngest daughter,
11, has ever had a dose of medicine."
He explained his and “is fam-i
fly's good health very simply.
"People are either healthy
or they are sick."
Dr. Colburn added that men
In his family do not live long.
"There's never been a man
In my family to live over sev-

In giving advice. "Each has to .it
find out his own values," hernu
said. "They have to find Mild
whet they want to put into MR-ow i
and what they want to pit gi•,,,Eiri

of We."
His philosophy on We is "do.
unto others as you would have
them to do unto you."

Now You Know
By United Press International
La Paz, the capital of Bolivia;
situated in the Andes at 12,000
feet, is one of the world's
highest cities.
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enty."
He looks on his probably short
life in his characteristic easygotta way. "11 I go tomorrow,
I don't feel that I have missed
anything."
Dr. Colburn plans to retire
In ftve years. He will then be
fifty and would have lived in
Calvert City for twenty-four
years.
"I have a boy that is starting
to medical school and will be
out In five years. He may want
to replace me."
After retiring, Dr. and Mrs.
Coburn plan to go to underdeveloped countries. Dr. Colburn feels that doctoring in
those countries will be very
rewarding.
Dr. Colburn des not believe
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WINS OAKS TOURNAMENT—Oaks kvitalional Gaff tommussat ehidnumi, Ray Cethraw, kit,
Is congratulating champthaship flight wiener, Vernon Marcoullier on his 71-0-149 winalag score
In the tournament held here Saturday and Sunday.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheo•

Cardinals Romp Over Braves
5-4 Sunday; Reds Down Bucs
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Mrs. Olia Lassiter
Program Leader At
WSCS Meeting

ean.
She wants magazines
that show nude men
By Abigail Van Buren
IC 1971 IN Okada Trkeri41. Y. Nous Suld..

DEAR ABBY: I would like to say, "right on" to Peg who
resented the fact there were plenty of nude girlie shows for
men to enjoy, but no beautiful, nude men for women to look
at.
I think it's time we women got a peek. ANOTHER PEG
DEAR PEG: Down, girl. As Spiro Agnew said, "When
you've seen one, you've seen 'em all."
DEAR ABBY: A 21-gun salute to the secretary who has
been on the job for 20 years with no trouble. I wish there
were more like her.
As a boss of an insurance company office I would like to
say a few things to all secretaries who pull a sour face when
the boss gets a phone call from his wife:
ill I am a firm believer in "what's mine is hers, and
what's hers is mine," so remember, it is also my wife's
money paying you.
DI If my wife calls and asks me what I want for dinner,
or asks my advice concerning a problem with the children, I
am not annoyed. She is trying to do her job, the same as you
are trying to do yours.
[31 If my wife calls just to say „she is thinking of me,
that's all right, too. Her phone call is just as refreshing to
me as your coffee break is to you.
And finally, please get over the idea all bosses have
wives who don't understand them. My wife understands me
perfectly; I love her and our children, and there are millions
of other bosses just like me.
THE BOSS
DEAR BOSS: All right, but don't holler. You sound
burned up. Are you?
DEAR ABBY: Our mother is engaged to a wonderful
man who tells her he is deeply in love with her.
This man's wife died a few months ago under tragic
circumstances, and evidently it must have left quite a wound
because all he can talk about is his dead wife. Two minutes
after our mother introduces him to people, he tells them
about his dead wife and shows them her picture.
This hurts mother because she feels if he really loved
her be wouldn't be constantly talking about his dead wife
Once when mother was in his car, he drove to the cemetery
to visit his wife's grave. My mother had no idea where they
were going until they gat there.
Do you think this man really loves our mother? Or could
be just be very lonely?
WE CARE
DEAR WE: I suspect the man hasn't yet recovered from
the shock of his wife's death. It's difficult to believe be could
be "deeply in love" with your mother, and talk constantly
about his dead wife. If I were your mother I wouldn't rush
into anything.
CONFIDENTIAL TO HELEN: You can't teach a dead
dog new tricks.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It .if
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal.
Mee. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
eiveiepe.
For Abby's new booklet, **What Teen-Agers Want to
Lwow." send $I to Abby, Rex WM,[As Angeles, Cal. Wee.

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT
Phone 753-9909
CHIROPRACTOR
Invites the public to an
Open House at his office
903 Sycamore
August 29, 1971
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Plume 7113- UPI, or 763-41147

Mrs. JJ. B
B. Burk.... . .
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.
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Mrs. Olia Lassiter presented
the August 7th program at the
meeting of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church held at the church.
Assisting Mrs. Lassiter were
Mrs. Lee Lassiter and Mrs.
Katherine Wilson. The scripture
aware of fashion. They want to
from the book of I Corinthians
be loose and unstructured. So
By SUSAN SWARTZ
was read by Mrs. Lassiter who
pants and shorts and short
Copley News Service
also offered prayer.
sluts are naturals. They're
easy to wear. The midi was
The program was "Pessimist, The California miner dug his
he Humanist and the Prophert" blue jeans for many reasons, good when it was done right,
but it was still too contrived.
zid its purpose was to create a but chances are he never conAnd clothes shouldn't be
better understanding of how sidered their snob appeal.
contrived."
college students view them- Yet, that's what old blue
Weinberg credits "a young
selves, the world, and the future. denims gained when the beaucrop of designers like Betsy
A short business session was tiful people went slumming and
Johnson (age 28) and Will
conducted by Mrs. Maggie dubbed them the status jean. It
Smith 23)" with designing
Woods. Plans were discussed for was a natural part of the rethe rummage and bake sale to be verse snobbism thing that from and for today's youth.
started with the peasant revolt -Fashion should be flattering,
held September 25.
fun and functional. It should be
Mrs. Esther Sigmon spoke of in fashion.
hard-working pants inexpensive and relfect the
her recent attendance at the Those
that Levi Strauss made out of psychology and emotional
Lambuth School of Missions.
tent canvas in 1850 struck even
makeup of the person who's
Refreshinenets of cold drinks,
bigger pay dirt in the '70s.
wearing it. If a skirt length is
cake,and cookies were served by Not that the beautiful people
effective for a person's parMrs. Esther Sigmon and Mrs. were telling the world anything
ticular life-style, then it's corMaggie Woods.
new. Jeans have long been in rect," Weinberg said.
most kids' closets, but more out
-Watching the young is
of function than fashion. Before healthy. Youth
can get excesthey became fashionable the
sive
at
times
but
I'd rather deal
only coordination blue jeans re- with that
than have to required was a sweat shirt, bare breathe the
same old air.
feet and occasionally, tennis
.No one wants to look staid
shoes.
Monday, August 23
and dowdy. After all, women in
The Levi people went into
Red
The Calloway County
their
60s and 70s still wear
women's fashion in a big way
Cross Volunteers will meet at
openthree
years
ago
by
about
1:30 p.m. in the conference room ing the Levi for Gals (LFG)
of the Murray-Calloway County line. Long before that, though,
Convalescent Ward to plan their girls borrowed their brothers'
Look for freshness and'
work which will begin in Sept- jeans ... for keeps, and raided
crispness when you buy
Volununiformed
ember. All
the men's and boys' departcelery. The stalk should
teers,former Volunteers or Gray ments for good old blues.
have a so/id, rigid feel and
Ladies, and those interested in
Dan Weinberg, the man at
leaflets should be fresh or
becoming Volunteers are urged the designing board at LFG, only slightly wilted. Also
to attend. For more information expalins that the line was delook for a glossy surface,
call 753-1421.
veloped "to offer a men's wear
stalks of light green or mefeeling with a woman's fit."
dium green and mostly
The Board of Directors of the According to Weinberg, green leaflets.
Murray Chapter of National 'Jeans, if they fit well, are one
Secretaries Association (Int.) of the most flattering things a
will meet at the Bank of Murray woman can wear."
He calls jeans "truly native
at five pin. All officers and
Consider buying diced,
to America ... an American incommittee chairmen are urged tc vention
short cuts or pieces ol
that grew up with the vegetables—either
canned
attend.
country." And he credits blue
or frozen because they art
the least expensive style:
Women of Woodcraft Girls jeans with "giving rise to the
to purchase. Whole vege
Court 729 will meet from six to whole pant idea for women." tables usually cost more
eight p.m. for the regular
Jeans have come a long way than cut styles because it it
monthly meeting at the Woodmen — far enough to be interpreted
more difficult to keep these
Hall. All members are urged to in everything from corduroy to fragile products whole dur
velvet. Far enough for LFG to ins processing.
attend.
extend the line into milieus,
knit and woven tops, jackets
Tuesday, August 24
and skirts.
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau
Designer Weinberg visits
As the vegetable of the
Phi Lambda will meet at the Paris and London twice a year
day, try boiling or baking
/
2 and New York at least a halfhome of Mrs. Melody Swift, 2071
whole medium onions with
Irvan, at seven p.m.
dozen times."We go to Europe
the skin on. When the onnot for specifics," he notes,
ion are tender, slip off the
"but to reaffirm the influence
skins and serve piping hot
parsley-flavored
a
with
The Murray Quota Club is on fashion. It's still coming
cream sauce.
scheduled to meet at the from the streets.
"The young don't want to be
Southside Ftestaruant at twelve
noon.

Women's jeans
called flattering

Broke By Stock
Market, Woman
Turns To Flowers
Woman's View
By PATRICIA E. DAVIS
NEW YORK (UPI)—Gladys
Faye is one victim of the
current economic recession
who's not crying about her
Plight.
Miss Faye recently "went
absolutely broke" in the stock
market, and, facing an "I'vegotta-eat situation," turned to
flower arranging. In less than a
year, the statuesque redhead
has built up a small but
flourishing speciality flower
shop on Manhattan's West Side.
"Most importantly," she said
in an interview, "I've found
that I can do something. I had
thought that I was totally
useless."
Miss Faye, born the Baroness
Cruls de Roo, of Belgian
(aristocracy, specializes 1,

flowers arranged in the shapes c
animals or other forms.
She has created flowered
poodles for author Jacqueline
Susann, and elephant made
from purple flowers for New
York City's Republican Mayor
John V. Lindsay, and flower
bunnies for the Playboy organication.
She. makes each creation
'rom scratch, first sculpting a
Orm from a porous foam,
vrapping it with mesh wire and
hen covering it with flowers. A
Lingle animal can take up to six
lours to complete.
The Minneapolis-born former
nodel and ballet dancer started
ier one-woman operation about
a year ago. "My husband —a
South African diamond buyer —
and I divorced, I got into the
stock market and went absolutely broke so I had to find
something to do. I've always
loved flowers so I said let's
give that a go and see what we
can do."
"As a one-woman operation
with lots of time I have an
advantage in this business,"

she said. "Commercial florect.
won't do the speciality items
create because of the time
element involved."
Miss Faye works in the
banquet room of a small
French restaurant in a Manhattan hotel. "They let me work
here for free and in exchange I
make up their table floral
arrangements."
Her first job was to do the
flowers for a wedding. "It was
panic time but it turned out
that everyone just loved the
flowers and
talked about
nothing else," she said.
In mid-April Miss Faye did
another wedding —her own, for
her
marriage
to
Charles
Walter, television
technical
director at ABC.
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"That was perhaps my most
hectic job," she noted with a
gin. "Faulty timing, maybe —
we scheduled the wedding right
after Easter —the busiest time
for any florist. I was pooped."
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MOHR ON MODES

The 1971 yearbooks for
Calloway County High School
may be picked up at the school
from eight a.m. to three p.m.
through Friday, August 27.
balance of three dollars is due
on each of the yearbooks.

ti

Layered look
is deceptive

Wednesday, August 25
The executive board of the
Kirksey School PTA will meet at
the home of Mrs. Rudy Lovett,
Penny-Airport Road, at one p.m.

* SPECIAL *

Introductory Offer
Our Representative Will
Be Calling A Limited
Number Of Ladies In
The Murray Area.
She Will Explain To You The Exciting
Introductory Offer We Have Waiting For You

Let's Get Aquainted

Murray Beauty Salon
Northside Shopping Center
Phone 753-3142

By BEM MOHR
Copley News Service
"Trompe l'oeil," one of
fashion's newest themes,
comes from the art world in
name only. Not to be confused
with the trompe l'oeil (trick of
the eye) paintings that were the
realest of the realist art works
of the 19th Century, the
fashions are not what they
appear.
The trick puts the layered
look in a one-piece dress. What
looks like a dress with
sleeveless pullover sweater,
short-sleeved sweater or bolero
jacket actually is a dress with
the little topper designed right
into it.
Most interesting so far are
the fall and winter knits by
Rudi Gernreich. He suggests as
many as three layers with as
many sleeve lengths in a single
dress.
Checks play tricks in one
short, body-skimmer dress.
Large checks are placed to
suggest an elbow4ength tunic
ress
over a mock long-sleeved d
and sleeveless mini-pullover of
snail checks.
A simpler interpretation is
this sweater dress that looks
like a ribbed sweater and
smooth knit skirt. There also is
a long dress giving the illusion
of an abstract print sleeveless
tunic over a long-sleeved
checkerboard dress.
The deception also can be
achieved with mixtures of solid
colors or solids with prints or
plaids
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Teen fashions
are naturally
free and easy
to what ever
comes naturally—and casually—for teens this fall.
High-schoolers are dressing
as free and easy as their
lifestyles.
Pants remain big winners. They have new excitement in short-cut versions,
long flares, knicker styles
and workman bib models,
Short pants are peeking
It's hack

and contrasting
detailing
color borders.
patterned
and
Striped
skinny rib knit tops can be
teamed up with just about
everything. Ecology appliques add earthy accents.

through from under long,
wrap, slit-front skirts to
gain popularity. And, they
appear
with
separatelymatching, or contrasting
tops.
Knock-out knickers are
ready to kick off the season, for both him and her,
in nifty knits. Wild geometries and zig-zag prints, in
way out color combos; add
extra punch to the picture.
Jeans are jazzed up in
printed denims, suede and
brushed corduroy. The favorite classic jean is also
updated

with

Overweight?
That s a sigi to use uparingly all kinds of fats and
sweets, they are concentrated foods, high m calo-

Vests, many in fringed
suede, put together a co-ordinated pant set look.

Crossword Puzzle

FISHER JOINS STARS
SALT LAKE CITY ( UPI)—
Rick Fisher, basketball star at
Colorado State University, Friday announced he was giving
up his eligibility and will join
the Utah Stars of the American
Basketball Association.

patchwork

TV CAMEOS: Fannie Flagg

Comedienne Avoids Comedy lines
In an unusual arrangement based on the past
success of Dick Van Dyke and Carl Reiner,
creator and writer of "The New Show," CBS
has given the go-ahead for a whole season's
worth of twenty-four episodes. So there isn't
the worry of mid-season cancellation that hangs
over the head of so many shows. Fannie admits
that is encouraging.
Going on to talk about the intricacies of her
role in the show, Fannie began by saying, "The
easiest way to get a laugh is to be stupid." And
that's just, what she didn't want. "I think those
days are over because women are becoming
very liberated and they're not stupid," all of
which is reflected in the character of Mike,
whom she describes as being not at all stupid
but rather perceptive yet vulnerable.
• • •
A FAN of Roz Russell and Irene Dunne, Fannie says, "I kind of base my character on Jean
Arthur." Taking her comic characterization
very seriously she continues, "And the character is very much me. She's funny, but doesn't
do comedy lines." It's an important distinction
for Fannie, who considers herself an acting
comedienne.
Her insistence on strong characterization
rather than gag-oriented humor developed out
of her first experience in television. Only 21,
Fannie was doing the 90 minute "Morning
Show" in Birmingham on station WRBC. Generically speaking, the program was along the
lines of the Carson-Cavett-Griffin shows with
one exception. "We didn't have enough people
to interview," Fannie remembers with a laugh.
cting comedienne Fannie Flagg can Ise soon in
Understandably few show people made the
"The New Dick Van Dyke Show," which pretrip to Birmingham while going becircuitous
iisriss this Septiernbor 18 on the CBS network.
tween New York and California. "So I'd go into
.'
the prop room and make up and one of the
By BILL DUNN
/
would interview me." It filled up the air
-guys
can't
you
that
noted
wisely
; SOMEONE once
also gave Fannie the opportunity to
and
time
Flagg
Fannie
actress
Comedy
?please everybody.
assemble a large collection of characters, which
audience.
an
to
especially
applies
nows that
she now finds especially "geared to television.''
re`fThe pretty blonde from Birmingham, Ala.,
• • •
a
with
reviews
mixed
first
her
getting
calls
say Fannie works that mestarred
to
not
THAT'S
and
written
had
she
comedy
three-act
winning
dium to the exclusion of the others. She began
,in for her fifth grade class. While
nevertheon the stage and has since done summer stock.
'raves from classmates, Fannie was
including
And only recently she made her film debut in
less suspended by the principal for
the smash "Five Easy Pieces," which Fannie
the word martini in the dialogue.
admits, -I didn't understand, even after I saw
• • •
it." She went on to report that a second feaUNDAUNTED by this rebuff, she continued
release,
ture, "The Bar," due for September
a
making
eventually
way
theatrical
on her
Festi"was picked to go to the New York,, Film
successful comeback as a .writisr-perforsaer an
first
via" lifarveltng at the success of these
;Allen Funt's inwera "Candid Illarhera" "bowl
6
two fibit effoits, "nntesaid with a note of int her to national attenwhich quickly
credulity, "Two hits in row."
tion. And now after a few years' absence, she
Now living in New York, Fannie plans to
returns to 'television in "The New Dick Van
for the Mets for the remainder of the
root
sister-secretary
the
Mike,
playing
Show,"
Dyke
season. And what with shooting for
baseball
local
a
of
host
the
as
cast
is
who
Dyke,
Van
f
"The New Dick Van Dyke Show" already comtelevision talk show.
pleted for the year, Fannie will be embarking
' This most recent and exciting assignment for
on a national tour of concerts and television ap_Fahnie contrasts her arrested start in grammar
peat ances.
'.‘school in that there is no chance of suspension.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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HEY LOOK
60T A LETTER
FROM THAT KID I
MET AT CAMP

FATHER SAYS SON HAS MIRACLE SIGHT — Dave Pelletier tests vision of his son
David, 9, for newsmen in Asheville, N.C., as his wife looks on. Pelletier claims that
David can see miraculously out of the socket where his left eye was removed more

Price on

house
work?
What is the contribution
of housework to the total
U. S. economy? Economists
say that measures of national income that include
the value of housework will
give a better picture of the
productivity of the total
economy. It will also permit more accurate interneGone! comparisons of economic levels.
Family economists of the
Agricultural Research Service of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture say that estimates of money value for
the housework done by
families of differing characteristics) will enable families to decide whether they
can best attain higher levels of living through home

--

production of certain goods
and services—or increased
Income to buy these items.
Is

It

more advantageous

for a dependent mother to
receive job training in order to support her family,
or to devote her time to
home production? Such values will also be useful in
determining the tangible
contribution of homemakers when the services of
members are lost through
accidents or other causes.
The legal profession is in-

A research grant has
been awarded to Cornell
University at Ithaca by the
U S. Department of Agrione-year
a
culture for
study. The Agricultural Research Service will combine
this information with other
ARS studies in family decision making and family
planning

Don't skip
Skipping
breakfast
or
lunch does not help one
lose weight. It only increases the appetite for between-meal snacks, or the
next meal. These eating
habits usually result in an
unbalanced diet, and a diet
that does not contain all
the really important foods.

margarine,

60 million
in school
Uncle Sam's statisticians
at the Office of Education
in
Washington
estimate
more
than
60
million
Americans will enroll in
schools in the fall. That
doesn't include the pintsized set heading for nursery schools and kindergarten-1,525,000 of them.
Answering
the
school
bells at institutions of higher education (colleges, universities) will be 8.7 million; grades K (for kindergarten) through eight, 36.4
million; grades nine
through 12, 15.2 million.
Going to public facilities on
all levels of learning will
be 52.6 million. The remainder will be • enrolled in
private schools of all kinds.
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dressing, sirup or sugar.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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Railroad
1 Animal's foot
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12 Great Lake
11 Single item
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FLY BAIT

This is the ORIGINAL
Sugar Fly Bait

More fluff

Egg whites whip more
easily and give greater volume at room temperature
CAMPO QUITS
than when first taken from
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. the refrigerator.
(UP! —JohnnyCampo, the traiJim
of thoroughbred
ner
French, Friday announced he is ALEXAKOS ON WAIVERS
NEW YORK ( UPI )—Steve
no longer trainer of the colt.
Jim French was refused entry Alexakos, an offensive guard
by Saratoga stewards ir, today's who was acquired by the New
TraverS Stakes because of York Jets from the Denver
controversy over his ownership. Broncos earlier in the week,
Friday was placed on waivers
by
the
National
Football
League club. '

LL,K0
KI

Lan pay less for Fly
Bait, you can pay more -

You

you can

buy it coiored

blue, red, yellow or
pink, but why take a
chance' If you have a
Fly problt•rn outside, use

KIIIKO
GUARANTEED

Fly Bait

WE WERE TENTMATE5... I
WROTE TO 141M, BO. I 6VES5 I
REALLY DIDN'T THINK HE'D
ANSWER .. HOW ABOUT THAT?
rt.

Nancy
IN A

I'M

FOR

MOOD
A BIG, GOOEY
SUNDAE

SOMETHING
SWEET AND
ICKEY AND
GLOPPY

4144.-44
,
•19, ••••••

•
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,
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The Colonials

The idea behind the Volkswagen Squareback Sedan.
Twenty.three years ann. we ho.1

on idea for a small econniny car

UNIONS DEFY FREEZE --

L'il Abner

YOU'RE
FOSDICK,OLD
FRIEND —THERE'S
somE-mIKK3 I'VE
ALWAYS WANTED
TO SAY 10 YOU —

FIRED!!

NOT ONLY HAVE YOU
SLAUGHTERF-D EVERY
CHIPPENDALE CHAIR
IN TOWN — DUT THE
POOR SOULSAITTING
91 THEM !!

THENi WERE MERELY

-OUCH!!—
PRECAuTIONARY
MEASURES,SIR!'
ONE OF THOSE.
CHAiRS IS

DANGEROUS!!

•IC.T.1•••::,..•"`

Angered by the 90-day
wage-price freeze, Leonard
Witiodcock (top), president
of the United Auto Workers, says in Boston the
UAW will consider its contracts with the auto makers null and void if the
freeze is extended. in San
Francisco, Harry Bridges,
president of the International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Unio n.
declares he will not call
tiff the strike at West
Coast ports.

And it comle out looking like a bug
Twenty years ago, we hod an Irina
for a giant station wagon
And it Caine Out looking
a box
Then we hod an idea for a sedan
that combined all the economy
of
our boa with a lot of the capacity of
our box.
So you'd expect it to cone out
1 , 0king boll bug, half box. Right2
Wrong
Our Squorebock Sedan looks like
a small station wagon.

adding o trunk In Wont, Our litile
serlan Can give you ovnr twice as
much carrying spae as the biggest
domestic sedan
Years ago. we learned Ihr. important thing isn't the way a Car looks on
the outside, but how it works on
the
And 50 it lust as true I iday as it
was then- You Can't
oidge a Volkswagen by its cover

But by squaring off its bock and

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$OO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-6850
5 P.M.
Open Mon. thru Sal 730 AM.
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MILLIONS ARE HANDLED

Bookies' risks small
but profits are great
By JONATHAN BEATY
Copley News Service
This is Sam for J.B. I want
a deuce across on Bold Broad in
the sixth and Parley Society
and Paper Caper in 8 for a fin.
"OK? Now put me down for
C.C. R., 20 win, 20 show on Bill
of Fare in the fifth. OK. I'm
down, right? OK.Scratch who?
Awright,I got it. Call ya back."
Such phone calls, made by
your friendly neighborhood
bookie, are placed by the thousands every day. •
There are thousands of
bookies and perhaps thousands
of agents, runners and clerks
working for them. Law enforcement officials won't even
veratre a guess as to how much
money is involved.
"Hundreds and hundreds of
millions," says one top vice officer with a shrug. "Who
knows?"
Even a handbook )a bookie
who handles his own action
without an elaborate organization or telephone front) can
make more than $100,000 a
year. That's nice, clear, taxfree profit.
Organized "phone books"
tbookies gross millions a year.
Sports books (football, baseball, basketball and virtually
anything else that moves,
crawls, runs or jumps with
„some kind of a score attached
to it gross even more.

Despite the harassment of
vice officers, bookmaking is
not only lucrative, its a pretty
safe business to be in.
If a bookie is caught — and
many are — he'll most likely
get off with a light fine, as low
as $50 in some cases. And that
$50 is only a simple token to the
bookie, barely an inconvenience.
In the first place, only the
lower rungs of the organization
are usually tagged due to the
highly organized and intelligent operations of most books.
Those "bookies" arrested
are almost always only the
agents, runners or phone
clerks. Only rarely are the
back-room clerks touched. It is
even more unusual for the book
himself, or his lieutenants to be
bothered. Their security is so
good and they are known only
by reputation.
When arrests are made, the
head man's tenant takes care
of his own. Bail bond money
usually only a $75 bond fee) is
promptly posted, lawyers appear and the person arrested is
out within less than an hour in
many cases. The syndicate or
the "book" guarantees the fine
and pays the legal costs. It's
only a business expense.
The bookie's popularity in the
first place, notes one vice
sergeant who has made dozens
of bookie arrests, comes be-

cause the book extends credit
— which the tracks decidedly
do not.
"Making a bet with your
friendly neighborhood book
means you get credit," he said.
"You can make a $1 bet (which
vou can't at the track) and the
iandbooks get rich off the $1
and $2 bettors.
"People who are working
-_-ant afford to take off from
work and spend all day at the
track. But their book is as close
as the phone. Besides that, all
horse players are crazy. They
start out to make one bet and
whether they win or lose they
decide to move their money. If
they've lost, they try to get
even. If they win, they figure
they're using the book's money
and have a little to play with, so
they call back for the fourth
and the sixth.
"Their book can give them
the latest info.., the latest odds
and scratches. They get service."
And the books get money.
Millions of dollars of it. The $1
and $2 bets cascade into a nonstop flow of greenbacks that
eventually find their way (tax
free) into dozens of legitimate
and not so legitimate businesses that compete with the
ionest businessman who not
inly had to pay taxes, but may
lave trouble finding capital for
txpansion or survival.
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Pride of ownership is one of
the checkpoints banks use to
evaluate an older house when
they consider a mortgage application.
What indicates pride of ownership to a bank appraiser? A
combination of items such as
care of the grounds, general
maintenance of the house, and
\IpIV the use of quality materials to
upgrade it.
One way a homeowner who
plans eventually to sell a house
can improve it without major
remodeling is by replacing ordinary flush doors throughout
the house with interior panel
doors. They add dimrsion and
a distinctive design element.
Stock panel doors, available
from local lumber dealers.
come in a variety of patterns
and sizes. ready to be painted
Chicago(NES)- If you buy or stained to blend with any
a kitchen trash compactor, decor. Factory-made of ponthere's a good chance that it derOisa pine, the wood panel
may not end up in the kitchen. doors are recognizable aS qualA study just released by one ity products. They come in
manufacturer indicates that ,various designs — traditional,
almost 40 percent of all com- provincial. Mediterranean and
pactor owners place the contemporary.
Equally important in demonproduct in such locations as
the garage, mud room, base- strating pride of ownership is
ment, utility room,or even the the outside of a house. A
handlome paneled front door is
covered patio.
"The mud room appears to an obvious clue to quality, esbe the most popular non- pecially when framed by an
kitchen location, particularly if imposing entranceway.
the homemaker already has her
Exterior panel doors of ponwasher.. and dryer installed derosa pine also come in many
there," said Ernest J. Priaulx, sizes and styles.
vice president, consumer
product service, In-Sink-Erator
Division, Emerson Electric
Co.. Racine, Wis., makers of
garbage disposers and trash
compactors.
HE POINTED out, however,
that the kitchen is almost always selected when the home
is new or the kitchen is being
remodeled.
The household trash compactor is a relatively new
product that reduces cartons,
cans, bottles, newspapers, etc.,
to about 22 percent of their
original bulk. The average
family of four can end the
week with only one small
bagful cf compacted trash to
deposit at curbside.
The product is dimensioned
so that it can be built into ". . WON'T CO-OPERATE"
kitchen cabinets, like a dish— AFL - CIO President
washer.
George Meany tells news"THE BUILT-IN idea will
men in Washington that
be made simpler with the intro- labor will dot co-operate
duction of new built-in comwith President Nixon's
pactor models later this year,"
new controls. "We're not
Mauls said.
advocating defiance," hv
No special wiring is needed
just won't
for either the free-standing or
declared.
new built-in models. Both plug
co-operate."
outlets.
wall
ordinary
into
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I GOOD BETTORS AND AGENTS
THE OPERATION — In a well-run bookmakmg operation
communications proceed only in one direction. The people on
the lower rungs don't know the names or phone numbers of
those alio* them. Police raids seldom penetrate past the
phone room:
.The book himself is almost never arrested.
Organizations such as the one diagrammed will gross
millions of dollars in a year.
THE BOOK —The big man behind the scenes finances and
controls the operation. He knows everyone in his
organization, but only his trusted lieutenants know his
identity. He deals only with other big books.
THE LIEUTENANTS — They act as bag men, paying off
and collecting frtim agents who place the bets. They supply
the "juice" and enforce the rules. They take care of their
boys and provide lawyers and bail money for those arrested.
- They send for "out-of-town" help to collect from those unable
or unwilling to pay off.
THE BACK ROOM — The back office is the heart of a bookmaking operation. Here is whOre odds the line) are compiled, bets recorded and books kepi.. Usually located in a(
private'home. Backroom clerks phooe the front offices or
phone fronts many times a day to get the bets coming in from
the agents. Front room clerks don't kmv, where back rooms
are located or their phone numbers
PHONE FRONT — The front office who receive thousands
of bets daily from agents and from bettors trusted enough to
have the phone number. Located in apartments and private
homes. Front offices record bets only long enough to transmit to the back room. Perhaps 211 agents or hand books will
have number of front office. Phone numbers and locations
are changed frequently
AGENTS — These are the nien arid women known to the
public as 'bookies.' They are bartenders, housewives, liquor
store clerks,or just about anybody llie) operate from bars,
shoeshines, restaurants, and grocery stores They take the
bets and collect from and pay off the public Runners may be
sent to transfer money to and from big bettors

Shop by
the calendar
NEW YORK 1UPli. Eam
ily budget planning, careful
shopping and buying a
sales enable thr family t
be outfitted well ,Aithout
the creation of a financia

disaster,., say home economists
The clothing bill is affected by the time of year
the shopping is done. If a
family member wants a
new outfit, it might be best
to wait until a good price is
announced before buying
t

Chicago (NFS) - Some 1.2
million families will install central air conditioning systems in
their homes this year, according to industry estimates.
And, if they're smart, the
same number of families will
include a power humidifier as
part of the air conditioner
installation to make their home
climate conditioning more
complete.
"Humidification is as much
a necessity as heating and cooling for comfort and protection
of the home and its contents,"
explained Bill Hamilton, president of Ultimatic Products,
Inc., a leading humidifier manufacturer.
"AND WHILE a power
humidifier b a cold weather
item and an air conditionet is
definitely for hot weather, it
makes sense to buy them both
at the same time."
The principal advantage is
that your contractor may very
well give you a more attractive
price on the combination, since
he saves time in doing both
installations at once.
A second advantage is that
your new humidifier is ready
to go to work as soon as cold
weather comes, and you're
saved the trouble of having the
contractor make another trip
for the installation.
FINALLY„ if you're taking
out a home loan to finance the
air conditioner purchase, it's a
simple enough matter to add
the humdifier, which means a
few dollars' extra on the total
price per month.
Bill Hamilton pointed out
that humidification is a necessary part of home climate conditioning for a good reason.
During the cold weather, when
indoor air is heated, it loses
relative humidity and becomes
dry. This dry air is not only
uncomfortable to the human
body, but it can damage woodwork, furnishings, books,
paintings, and other items.
Moisture should be added
through a power humidifier to
keep the indoor relative.humidity at between 30 and 45 per
cent. If this is done, static
electricity will be minimized,
nose and throat membranes
will feel better, and furnishings
will be protected against moisture loss which can lead to
cracking, loose joints, and
brittleness.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

REAL ESTATE P

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MON:SAT. * 1-6 SUNDAY
* PRICES GOOD MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY AUGUST 23-24-25 *

Good two bedroo
about 6 miles noi
with low down p

52 inches wide.
Nylon and rayon.
Bright colorful stripes
in a wide asssortment
of colors. Hand wash
able or dry clean.

Seven room hows
water and electi
Located only one
small down payn
property.

Cable knit sweater in 100%
acrylic, has fashionable turtle
neck. Pants are the new flare
leg style in 100% acrylic,
bonded to 100% Nylon.
Fall shades of brown &
beige.

40 acres southe,
cropland balance
Priced to sell. Set

248 acre farm - o
with 190 acres of
acre lake, two t
black top frontal

DUSTERS

Seven room bricl
large lot, blackto
on this one.

Lovely colors in 100%
Nylon Tricot
Just Wash and Wear!

Duplex at 1314 '
stoves, washer
Large lot. Rental
payment low mc

Reg. $5.94

CLAU

474

PHONE 753-

JOHN C. NI

The latest styles in stripes,
solids, checks, permappent
press. Sizes 28-38.

Solid colors in Fall shades._
Polyester & cotton.
Permanent press.
Sizes 8-18, slims or regular

L ESTATE F

ISO ACRE FENCEI
tucky
o
Lake,Soutl
I
t
rd. 7-10 mile
de gravel road. 4
,183' well, 20's
with electricity. ;19,1
Earl Redmon, 753-5572. ')
*4...\‘4. 118 ACRE FARM wit
frame home, plus
dings. located o
ay.Phone 753-61
,
-APPROXIMATELY
on Highway 97, 1
i City. Large
ntage, 300' wide
ding site or s
'viding into sz
e 753-4076.

Reg. '2.97

Panel Doors
Help to Sell
Older Home
PHONE
FRONT

PHONE
FRONT

Air Coolers,
Humidifiers
Go Together

Decorator pleated tops.
Florals and solid colors.
63 to 90 inch lengths.

A REAL BUY!

Compactors
Not Limited
To Kitchen

For dress or casual wear.
Polyester and cotton. Short 65% Polyester, 35%
sleeve in stripes and solids. Cotton. Permanent press.
New style in deep Fall
colors. Sizes 8-18

FARM; go
or future
e mile East h
xunately 10 ac
wire fencing, sti
older 7 room hot
appointment call
47

LAWTEX SCATTER RUGS

PROXIMATELY
ths acres, about 3r
of Lynn Grove ar
ation for basemen
d, mail route and
e. Contact Earl Sr
Pochahontas, Illinoi
BV75.

27x45 size — Polyester and Acrylic —
A wide array of colors to go with
any decor!

Reg. 53.97
Corduroy cover in
attractive colors. Arms
have rolled binding. Ideal
for use on bed or couch.
$588

THREE BEDROOM
Catalina Dri
sonable. Phone 75:

Lovely colors in prints
to brighten couch or
chair. Give your room a
lift!

BY OWNER-3 bedr
louse, two blocks Fr
Phone 753-4683 or 753.

Reg. '1.94

AUTOS FOR

MONDAY NIGHT- 5 to 8

1968 BUICK LaSabre
power. Original ow
753-4010 after 5:00 p

MAN-SIZE

SPAGHETTI DINNER
COMPOSITION
BOOKS
• Coil Bound

'DUNE BUGGY, 191
engine rebuilt. Brig
black hard top, chrot
$850.00. Phone Puryea
3247.

1965 CORVAIR, mar
condition. If interested
1310.

NOTEBOOK BINDER

1967 GTO,‘ FULL
automatic, mags, n
Excellent condition. I
7511 or see at 1360 Pin
Apartment 2.

• 100 Sheets

Reg. 494

WANTED TO

MARRIED COUPLE
rent house in the cowll
rooms with bath with
radius of Murray. Pho
2707.

•
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CLASSIFIED ADS WORK WONDERS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Real Estate
Good two bedroom house on 11/2 acres of land on 641 north
about 6 miles north of Murray. City water. Could be bought
with low down payment and about $70 per month payment.
Seven room house, four bedrooms, 30x40 shop building with
water and electric connected, 19 acres fenced for cattle.
Located only one mile south of city limits on black top road. A
small down payment and about $120 per month will buy this
property.
40 acres southeast of New Concord. About 20 acres in
cropland balance forest. On a good road leading down to lake.
Priced to sell. See us for the low price.
248 acre farm - one of the finest in the county. Now planted
with 190 acres of the best crop of soy beans in the country, 15
acre lake, two barns, old house, property is fenced, long
black top frontage. Priced under $250 per acre.
Seven room brick veneer house on Ky. 444 at New Concord,
large lot, blacktop road, close to stores. Call us for the price
on this one.
Duplex at 1314 Vine Street, two bedrooms, refrigerators,
stoves, washer dryer and air conditioners on each side.
Large lot. Rental $125 per month each side. Moderate down
payment low monthly payments.

CLAUDE L. MILLER
Real, Estate
418 Main Street

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

WANTED
MEWORKERS
-time,full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush self-addressed, stamped
velope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
yfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC

MARRIED COUPLESTRAVEL
AGES 18 AND OVER

753-1916

FOR SALE

SPACES TO park your trailers at
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
quiet, paved street. Telephones,
Gas, Electricity, and Cable
vision. Available at $22.50 Per
month. Water furnished & garbage picked up. Married couples
A23C
only. Call 753-4539.
MVO BEDROOM house, furnished, air-conditioned, large
yard. Available September 1st.
$335.00 per month. 1637 Catalina
'drive. Phone 753-2527.
A23C

Call

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks. 9 mil
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:0C
p.m.
Aug30C
12565-1970 MOBILE HOME
Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
bedrooms, two baths, also air
conditioned. Excellent condition
Very reasonable price. Phone
753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC

We have immediate openings
for 3 couples to represent a
large southern firm. Must be
MOBILE HOME in a nice TRAILER 10'x52'. Number 80,
neat and free to travel
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See
southern and southwestern location, one mile from Murray
on
New
Concord Road. 10x55 with Jack Norsworthy or call 489experience
states.
No
2691
A31C
necessary. We train you. expand° living room, carpeted.
Expense account to start. New Nice for married couple. Call 436A23C MINIATURE
car transportation furnished. 5812or 753-6044.
SCHNAUZER
puppies, registered, non shed
Average earnings $450
NICE
FURNISHED apartments coats. Loving dispositions, top
monthly each Apply in Person
near campus, reasonable and blood lines. Reasonably
to:
priced.
with bath. Also sleeping rooms Melody-Ayre
Mr.& Mrs. Charles Davis
Kennels,
for college boys. Please call, we Buchanan, Tenn.
Phone 901-247Terrace Woods Lodge,
may have what you need. Day, 3345.
Paris, Tenn.
A25C
753-8365, night 753-2891.
TFC
Tue. & Wed. 10 A.M. to 1
FERGUSON
MODEL TO-20
P.M. only.
No phone calls please.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a
living room, kitchen, bathroom 1961 Volvo automobile and chain
A24C
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 saw,Phone 436-2147.
LADIES WANTED, full or part bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- 1971 HONDA70it, like new,
time. No'experience necessary. ments, South 16th Street. Phone low mileage, custom paint job.
We train. Phone 753-3056 or 767- 753-6609.
A23C See at 1501 Johnson Blvd. A23C
4476.
A23C
TWO BEDROOM furnished
house, 10 minutes from Murray. 91 INTERNATIONAL Combine,
Couples only. Phone 436MEN `TRAVEL
price--$900.00. Phone 4922147.
A24C 8374.
A23C

LICKETY SPLIT-Deane Linn Hancock, 1, shares the last of her lollipop with grandpa 7harles Prekepe in Bradford, Pa.

AGES 18 AND OVER

PHONE 753-5064

Home Ph. 753-3059

We have immediate openings ROOM FOR BOYS with kitchen WOKING FOR a place to live?
for 3 men to represent a large and private entrance. $35.00 per Less than one year old 12'x50'
southern firm. Must be single, .month. Phone 753-6638. 1008 trailer. Ideally priced for budget
A26C minded student. Phone 753-7856
neat and free. to travel Sharpe Street.
Phone 753-7531
during day or 753-3562 after 5:30
southern and southwestern
experience TWO BEDROOM furnished p.m.Dealing with student
states,
no
AP
necessary. We train you. apartment; all paneled; gas owner.
heat. Also small trailer. Phone
Expense
account
to
start.
FOR RENT
VAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A23C CROTCHETED SHOULDER
New car transportation fur- 489-2595.
bags, newest fall fashions. Order
110 ACRE FENCED farm- near ROOMS FOR GIRLS, with kit- nished. Average eatnings $450
A23P
Kentucky Lake,Southeast of New chen facilities. Located 1624 monthly. Apply in person to: .THREE ROOM apartment, now.Phone 762-3379.
ncord. 7-10 mile frontage on Hamilton.Phone 753-3402. A27C
furnished,
including
utilities.
On
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Davis
13 CU.FT. Whirpool refrigerator.
de gravel road. 4 Acre corn
Terrace Woods Lodge- Main near 18th Street. Phone 753- Less than 2 months old. Must
se, 183' well, 20'125' building TWO ROOM Apartment, private,
3984.
A23C
sell-$130.00. 308S. 15th
with electricity. $19,000.00 Phone one mile from College on Cold- Paris, Tenn.
10 A.M. to 1
Wed.
Tue.
&
A23C
Street.
Earl Redmon, 753-2417 or 436- water Road. Couple only or two
THREE ROOM furnished
'COPIER EXPLODES IN GERMANY -Bits of wreckage are strewn over Bavarian
P.M. only.
-5672. .
hog-Phone'753-4552.
AMP
apartment. Carpeting% garbage
eountryside after a U.S. Army Chinook helicopter expincleci and crashed outside
OM* calls please. SCRAMBLER
HONDA
450
1970
N.
disposal, lots of closets. Can be
Pegnitz,
West Germany. All 37 aboard were killed.
(Cahlepholn)
rest.
back
\ 118 ACRE FARM with five room
and
helmet
seen at Owen's Food Market, 607 with
'riff
frame home, plus other out- HOUSE; THREE bedrooms, airor possible to take
low
Priced
West Main.
A23C
• dings. Located on Route 5, conditioned, dishwasher, gar- WANTED BABY-SITTER in my
over payments.Phone 753bage disposal, refrigerator, home.Phone
A23C
ay.Phone 753-6881.
A24P
753-8810.
4115.
A23C
Easy does it
stove, washer and dryer, drapes.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
Phone 753-8129.
college
girl.
1628
TFC
Hamilton
SPECIAL PRICE; Irish Setter
APPROXIMATELY 3 acres of
WANTED: LADIES with neat Ave.
A27C puppies. Phone 753-1862 or 753on Highway 97, 1/4 mile from
appearance
and
pleasant
9457.
i City. Large landscaped
A24C
telephone voice to work in local MODERN BRICK farm home,
ntage, 300' wide. Beautiful
FOR RENT
office.
Phone
Mr.
8%
miles from Murray, North on
Welke, 753Best protection against bee stings
site or suitable for
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning,
For those who overstay their and chigger bites when camping or
6151.
641.
VACATION
CABINS
Unimostily
1TNC
nice.
Carpeting,
*viding into smaller lots.
what time of welcome in the sun: a first-degree hiking is adequate clothing. When
drapes, attached garage. $125.00 repairing. Jetton & Dyer Piano Ask any American
753-4076.
A27C Located on Kentucky -Lake.
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, year he looks forward to the most sunburn may be soothed with a so- venturing into unknown territory.
per
month. Phone 436-5479. A27C
SERVICES OFFERED
Furnished 2 bedroom, in.
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday M way of relaxation and his answer lution of baking soda or epsom high leather boots and heavy gloves
vacation."
provide fine shields against snake
SMALL FARM; good location; cluding linens, dishes, TV., PROFESSIONAL, EXTFC is usually "summit
phone 247-8522.
Ranking right next-fit preference, salts; three tablespoons to a quart bites. Dark-colored clothing atbusiness or future investment air conditioner. Rent by day, PERIENCED painter, will work MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
of warm water. Extensive second
summer
people,
itee
long
most
for
tracts insects; white or light-colLake, 10 miles from Murray in USED STOVE and refrigerator,
One mile East Murray, op- week or month.
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
weekends. Ironically, it is at those and third degree burns should be
Panorama
Shores.
Two about 8 months old. Phone 753- very times when people enjoy boat- left dry and covered with a snug ored outfits will fit the bill. An ef489gtoximately 10 acres pasture.
Call
equipment.
own
has
fective insect repellent applied libPhone
A24C ing. swimming, 'tinning and hiking but not tight bandage. If the burn
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Sept.7C bedrooms. 15'x15' living room, 6158.
2287.
erally to all exposed parts of the
separate
is mild, petroleum jelly or a burn
dining
of
acciroom,
kttchen,
number
greatest
that
the
modern,
house,
body is obviously an excellent exday older 7 room
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, baci central electric heat and airointment can be applied before
occur.
dents
tra measure of protection.
or appointment call 753hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753; conditioning. All new appliances
.lt the end of August. it is esti- bandaging
TFL
4147
OUTDOOR SWING set with two mated that Americans will suffer
Sept.2C including washer. On provate lot. swings
FURNISHED APARTMENT, 5932.
and slide. Will sell cheap. I h million injuries serious enough
FORESTS ARE BEAUTIFUL
Phone 436-5571.
1108 West Poplar. Phone 753-5230 FURNTIVRE
A25C Phone 753-2694.
A24C to need medical attention, accordREFINISHING.
•
BUT BE CAREFUL
APPROXIMATELY 7-eight after 5:00p.m.
A24C
ing to the National Safety Council.
All work guaranteed. Free pickteithsirres,about 3 miles South
COMPLETELY FURNISHED AIR COMPRESSORS; special Here are some precautionary
up and delivery,..Free estimate. cottage
Flowers, shrubs, and trees bursting into springtime beauty
wlist of Lynn Grove.and excellen,
on Kentucky Lake. Rent prices
says the Health Insuron rebuilt units. Small measures.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Antique or natural finish. Jerry by week,
frequently present unsuspected dangers, according to the
lavation for basement. On good
month or year. Phone units for farmers and home work- ance Institute, as well as first-aid
Aug24C 436-5679 after 5:00
for the
Southern Forest Institute.
Iliad, mail route and school bus TRAILER:ELECTRIC heat, air- McCoy,753-3045.
p.m.
TFC shops. Low monthly payment procedures toofkeep in mindsummer,
a long hot
second half
route. Contact Eafl Spann, Route conditioned, 3 miles from
WANT TO BUY
6th and Pine. Phone 753- as well as the traditionally catas2,Pochahontas,illinois
Azalea plants are beautiful in bloom, but the Azalea leaf is
CONTRY HOME. 3 bedrooms. 8 Plan.
Murray,two bedroom.Phone 753A24C trophe-prone Labdr Day weekend
3018.
A26C 7856 or 753-2583.
62275.
A24C
outbuildings. On 60 acre lake. 33
extremely toxic to man if ingested.
ahead
WANT TO BUY good used
acres. Ag couple or college
For the boater: equipment should
1961 TRIUMPH T. Front end
propane gas stove, cheap. Phone students.
Fe checked before leaving shore.
753-4490 after 7 p.m.
Sweet as cherries are to eat, the twigs, leaves, bark, and fruit
• REE
e BEDROOM brick house
753-8104.
wrecked but all mechanical parts ireraie accord•ne to nautical rules,
A23P
References.
A28C good.$200.00. Phone 753stones of the common cherry tree are poisonous. Ingestion of
Catalina Drive. Price
FOR SALE
weather,
-t,o ashore in threatening
even small amounts can be fatal within one hour.
sonable. Phone 753-9445. A26C
2359.
A27C and keep away.,from liquor. Most
AVANT TO BUY; lots and
involve faulty operation,
accidents
standing
timber.
Also
have
for
Tuesday,
3-BEDROOM house. Big shady
GARAGE SALE,
negligence and ignorance. Also.
The tender shoots, leaves, bark, and rOots of the Elderberry
sale lumber and
lot. Fine garden. Available now. ONE MATCHED SET Whirlpool accord ng to one large life insurOWNER-3 bedroom brick Wednesday afd Thursday August Murray Saw Mill andsawdust.
bush are equally toxic
old.
years
washer
and
dryer.
2
Ltnriberl
7th
526
South
211
26,
at
S.
24,
25,
11th.
of
Phone
753-5051.
ITC
cent
ifIc'e company. 10 per
, two blocks from college.
Price $275.00. Phone 753TFC
A25C Co. Phone 753-4147.
those boaters who became drownphone 753-4683 or 753-1790. A25C Street.
2825.
A24C
Yew, a common ornamental shrub, produces pretty red
ing victims have been under the
FOR SALE
NOTICE
fruit which is harmless but all of the leafy matter plus the seed
mtliience of alcohol.
ELECTRIC 1967 TRAILER, excellent conWESTINGHOUSE
AUTOS FOR SALE
B-FLAT CLARINET and case, If the boat you're on should
are extremely dangerous if taken internally by man.
range, 40", $75.00. Phone 7 dition, reasonable price. Phone
stay with it. It takes
MAPEMAKERS!!!
THE
only
Selmer.
Excellent for beginning Win inier, usually
8622.
753-4061.
A24C
to
a
to
hang
on
easy way to lose weight and in- band.Phone 753-4581.
A24C less effort to swim. Besides. to
1968 BUICK LaSabre, 4 door, all
(void than
ches fast. Make an appointment
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
mint swimmers. ail: shore often
power. Original owner. Phoir
for Free figure analysis. Phone
.irpears a lot nearer than it actti•
AZit
753-4010 after 5:00 p.m.
clean
753-2962.
A25NC YOU'LL NEVER know how
alb is. through a dangerous
that rug will be till you try Blue • mirage effect Another very imLustre. Rent a shampooer for portant factor is that rescuers can
'DUNE BUGGY, 1965 chassis,
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- only $1.00, Big K.
A28C spot a boat much easier than a
engine rebuilt. Bright yellow,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
person swimming.
black hard top, chrome wheels.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hit the swimmer: before going
$850.00. Phone Puryear 247mington, Kentucky.
TFC hearing aid batteries for all make In the water, know your limita
lions. Preferably have someont.
A26C
3247.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC :lsc:ilong, and do your swimming

JOHN C. NEUBAUER, Associate Broker

I

How to spend a safe vacation

502-492-8622

FRANCHISE AVAILABLE
MONTGOMERY-WARD

1865 CORVAIR, maroon, good
condition. If interested phone 7531310.
A23C
1967 GT0,1 FULL power,
automatic, mags, new tires.
Excellent condition. Phone 7537511 or see at 1380 Payne Street,
Apartment 2.
A23C

WANTED TO RENT
MARRIED COUPLE wants to
rent house in the country, 4 to 5
rooms with bath within a 4 mile
radius of Murray. Phone 474A25C
2707.

4

Is Seeking Aggressive -rrin-wife
ter for a

Franchise Catalog Store
in the Murray area.
Small investment required. For
further information write:
Jerry Thomas
Montgomery-Ward
5811 'Chippewa St. Louis, Missouri
Zip Code 63109

WE ARE ready now to deliver or
take your order for six vein
stoker or four by seven lump
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
Coal Service,408 South 4th
Street.
Sept.11C

HANNAH'S husband Hector
hates hard work so he cleans the
rugs with Blue Lustre. Rent new
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
A
Well".

CALL YOUR Physician before
coming to the emergency room
after hours answering service- CREOSOTED POLES for pole
Call 753-2626.
A26C barn contruction, utility poles
and boat dodta. Murray Lumber
Co., Maple Street, Murray
LYNDIA COCHRAN Dance Kentucky.
1TC
Studio announces registration
'Classes in
Tap, Ballet, ONE NEW fishing boat and
, Acrobatics, Modern Jazz. Phone trailer, jet propelled. Phone 436753-4647.
A25C
2427.
A25C

,n the vicinity of a lifeguard. Belire diving, check the water's depth
ind look for hidden rocks and
dumps.
In case of a neur-drowning: after
rust removing foreign matter oi
d particles from the victim"
fok,
mouth, rescue breathing should bc
administered immediately. Don't
be squeamish about mouth tc
mouth resuscitation, it can save
life. Keep it up until' the victim is
able to breathe by himself or anti
help arrives. If the victim must be
moved, try to continue resuscita
bon- efforts while he is being car
ricd.
For the sun-worshipper: remem
her, easy does it. Begin the firs
day with no more than 15 to it
minutes of exposure, thee exteni
the period each succeeding day.

Busts can be fun sshen the skipper's careful
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Homer Rayburn
Rites Conducted

Mrs. Rufus York's
Rites Held Sunday
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World News In Brief

• • s
QUENTIN,
Calif.—AuSAN
thorities are looking for Stephen Mitchell, 29, an Oakland
lawyer who was the last person
to visit convict George Jackson
a short time before the prisoner
pulled a pistol on his guards in
an aapparent escape attempt
from San Quentin Prison. They
want to question the attorney
on how Jackson got the gun.
Jackson and five others were
killed during the 15 minutes of
violence that erupted.

1)
prices and rents. But Assistant By United Press international
The funeral for Homer W. labor Secretary W. J. Usuery SAIGON—Military spokesmen
Funeral services for Mrs.
Rayburn was held Sunday at Jr. predicted that rank and file said American forces had given
Rufus (Mary) York were held
three p.m. at the chapel of the union workers would go along the Demilitarized Zone in
Sunday at two p.m. at the Walnut
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with the freeze because they Vietnam one of its heaviest
Grove Church of Christ with Jim
with Rev. Terry Sills officiating. feared inflation and foreign pummelings In recent weeks.
Sloan and James Thomasson
Pallbearers
were
gene competition.
U.S. ships, jet fighter-bombers
8
officiating.
Rayburn, Charles Hicherson, There were these other and artillery took part in the
as
served
Grandsons
James Owen, James Nealse, developments:
attack. An official communique
pallbearers and burial was in the
Orville Etheridge, and Gene The managing director of the said the targets included enemy
Walnut Grove Cemetery with the
Bray. Graveside and burial rites 118-nation International Moneta- rocket-firing positions, troop
Collier Funeral Home of Benton
were held this morning at ten ry Fund (IMF), Pierre-Paul concen!rations and artillery
in charge of the arrangementts.
o'clock at the Sinking Spring Schweitzer, said the major sites.
Mrs. York, age 71, of Benton
Baptist Church Cemetery with industrial nations must take
Route Eight, died Thursday at
the arrangements by the Blalock. "prompt collective action" to SAIGON — Vice President
the Benton Municipal Hospital.
Coleman Funeral Home.
set up a new pattern of Nguyen Cao Ky withdrew from
Survivors are her husband,
Rayburn, age 57, of Royal Oak, exchange rates between the South Vietnam's Oct. 3 presLONDON—Early trading in
three
daughters,
York;
Rufus
Mich., died Thursday at ten am. world's currencies. He said idential race today, frustrating West Germany saw the U.S.
Mrs. thman Trimble of Benton
at the Harper Hospital, Nixon's action in allowing tht American attempts to keep him dollar rise, but the dollar
Route Eight, Mrs. Tommy Wyatt
Detroit,Mich. He was a veteran dollar to float—that is, find le in. Ky suggested that he and dropped in Sweden and Britain.
Mrs.
and
Nine,
of Benton Route
of World War ll and was a own value in relation to other President Nguyey Van Thieu The changes took place during
Paul Cavitt of Benton Route
chemist with the Ford Motor currencies—is "an unsatisfacto- quit at once to permit the the first test of the dollar's
Clifton of
Eight; three sons,
Company, Mt. Clemens, Mich. ry arrangement."
organization of a new election. strength in important European
of
J.B.
Eight,
Route
Benton
He was born October 19, 1913, in (The Washington Post said in Ky said he was withdrawing money markets since President
Benton, and Maxie of Weston,
Calloway County and was the son today's editions that IMF from the contest because Thieu Nixon announced his new
Mich.; five brothers, Arthur
economic policy.
of the late Sideny Rayburn and officials suggested the United had rigged it.
Darnall of Benton, Joe H. Olcie,
Gertie Miller Rayburn.
States
devalue
the
dollar
by
a
and Alva Darnall, all of Benton
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. definite rate by increasing the
Route One, and John E. Darnall
Madeline Rayburn of Royal Oak, official price of gold, but the
of Hardin Route One; halfMich.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. administration rejected
the
brother, Aubrey Vaughn of
IN RECOGNTTION FOR HIS LEADER/MP, Fred Schnitz, right, Superintendent of the Murray Roger (Carol) Stacco of Troy, Idea,)
Paducah; seventeen grand- Independent
Mrs. Claude James M. Roche, chairman
Schools, received one of the leadership awards presented by the Kentucky Association Mich., and
children; fourteen great grand- of School
Administrators during Its recent state-wide convention in Louisville from Mr. Martin L. (Donna) Logan of Royal Oak, of General Motors, strongly
children.
Mich.; one stepson, Kenneth denied charges by Ralph Nader
Carr, Superintendent, Harrison County Schools, and RASA president.
Frazier of Madison Heights, that GM had advance knowEx-secretary
Mich.; one brother, Joe Rayburn ledge of the wage-price-rent
of Farmington Route One. He freeze. Nader had said GM
drives truck
was preceded in death by one attempted to put its 1972 The Murray -Calloway County
Squad
was
Rescue
called
out
sister, Mrs. Jewel Hutchens, and models on sale ahead of time at
DETROIT (UPI): Mary
two brothers, Ottis and Hayburn higher prices. But Roche said Sunday night to search for three Hamlin was a seers
Mrs. Laura Newton Hooks
who
Murray
were
youths
feared
Rayburn.
with
that action was taken 10 days
Bell Te
passed away Sunday at 5:30 am.
drowned in Clarks River. The phone Michigan
Co until her
before be received the first hint
at the Shady Lawn Nursing Home
boys were later found soaking "promotion."
of the freeze—a call from
in Trigg County. She was a
wet but alive and well.
Now she drives a
Treasury
Secretary
John
B.
had
but
County,
Trigg
native of
The boys are Steve Ladd,son of truck, and it appears
By HERB STANTON
Connally
the
day
the new Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ladd;
been residing in Paducah before
Copley News Service
Carl some of her female
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
policies were announced to ask
her illness.
Hosford,son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe workers may follow In
the Murray City Schools, was the
questions regarding the possible
The deceased was 89 years of
Question:"Liz Taylor must be forty, by now. Why doesn't she act recipient of a Leadership Award
Hosford; and Jerry White, son of footsteps.
effect on the auto industry of
age and was the wife of Mason her age?"
Mrs. Hamlin, a di
Mrs.
Hattie
McHood
Mr.
and Mrs. James White.
Martin
of
presented by the Kentucky
Hooks who died in 1967. She was
Answer: Elizabeth Francis Taylor was born in London, Feb. 27, Association of School AD- Murray Route Four died such controls.
The three, along with Roger said she applied for
torn in Trigg County on July 20, 1932. After next February, Richard Burton may make all the pins mini-strators at their recent state- Saturday at 7:15 p.m. at the Both Schweitzer and Roche Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. truck-driving job
she was weary of off'
were interviewed on the NBC- Herbert
1882, and was the daughter of Jim he cares to, about "Wife begins at forty." Based on years of Liz- wide meeting in Louisville.
Hughes and Kim Bar- routine and eager to ma
Puryear, Tenn., Nursing Home.
TV Today show.
Newton and Frankie Dix Newton. watching, this writer believes ow girl will act her age — and then
nes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert more money to support
In receiving the award in the She was 80 years of age.
She has a number of relatives in some.
category for School Superin- The deceased and her husband, The economic freeze conti• Barnes, had been navigating a herself and her 11-year-old
produced
that
What
Scorpio
fabulous
was
face?
on
the
Eastern
Calloway County.
tendents, Shultz was recognized Stanley Martin, who survives, nued to draw criticism from canoe from the Clarks River daughter.
Immediate survivors are one Horizon at the hour of her birth Moon was nearby, in superb aspect for his contribution to community would have been married for several quarters, including the bridge on Hwy. 121 to the "rattlin'
BUT FIRST she had to
daughter, Mrs. Christine Parker to her Pisces Sun. Along with genes and heredity, these star-factors relations.
fifty-six years in September. She governor of Texas who indicat• bridge" on the Old Concord pass a two-hour road test in
part
played,
in
creating
who,
their
more
the
01
than
any
other
sons,
two
Fla.;
Tallahassee,
of
a panel truck and James
Schultz was instrumental in was a member of the First United ed his battle to give state Road.
Magnus Hooks of Cadiz Route woman of our time, has been called "the most beautiful."
fostering the appointment of a Methodist Church, Murray. Mrs. workers a pay raise could go The trip had been made by Larent, a special service asnow,
when
DAM
years
of
illness
have
taken
and
pain
their
toll,
Two and Dewey Hooks of
sistant in Michigan Bell's
Human Relations Group which Martin was born in Tennessee, all the way to the Supreme Hughes, Barnes and Ladd when safety
department, didn't
Colorado Springs, Colo; one she has moments of beauty so rare that one catches his treath. The meets
Court.
Organized
White
labor
and
Hosford
came
eased
along
the
and
was
1891,
August
11,
monthly
with
the school
eyes are still violet, the lashes full and long, the complexion like a
make it any too easy for
sister, Mrs. Lillian Henderson of
and
they
wanted
to
try
their
Robert
hand
John
treasured cameo. In her youth,she was the dream-love of countless board and also proposed and daughter of the late
her.
its verbal attack, although at the swift moving water.
Jackson, Tenn.; twenty-three men who realized they
would never see her personally. Now she is administered a Job Training McHood and Ellen Staveley
"I think he was tougher
presumably not the basic
grandchildren; forty-seven great Earth
The five drove to the bridge on on me than the men," Mrs.
Mother, battling a weight probiem, but still very much the Program for minority group McHood.
ennunciated
opposition
it
last
grandchildren; sixteen great eternal female.
121, put the canoe in the water Hamlin said.
members seeking to upgrade Mrs. Martin is survived by her
week.
great grandchildren.
Moon is in the first horoscope house, promising fame. An 'un- their employment.
with the three boys and then
Larent admitted he was
husband, Stanley Martin of Usery,
in a UPI "Washington
Funeral services have been frienclly aspect from Jupiter, however, indicated that fame could
Hughes arid Barnes drove back to tough because, "I wanted
An active member of the Murray Route Four; four
scheduled for Tuesday at 2:30 turn to notoriety. Moon is in Scorpio, Richard Burton's Sun-eign.
interview,
Window"
said
"the
wait for them at the "rattlin' to see how she stood presKASA,Schultz, has served on its daughters, Mrs. Raymond
sure. I threw in extra traps.
p.m. at the Goodwin Funeral This is Astrology's classic marriage-bond.
working man or the union bridge."
Parker of Nashville,
Dorothy
Board
of
Directors
and
is
This is a man's job and I
has been very, very
Home, Cadiz, with burial to be in _liars is placed in the fourth house, symbolizing her energetic,
White, Hosford, and Ladd could show favoritism."
Tenn., Mrs. Bennie (Imogene) member
presently
serving
as
chairman
of
inflation and began their trip at about 6:30 and
about
concerned
the Matheny Cemetery in Trigg ambitious mother, who literally drove Liz to a stardom she did not
the KASA C,onsitution Revision Jobe of Hutsville, Ala., Mrs.
County. Friends may call at the especially want.
also have been concerned about around 7 p.m. the canoe arrived
MRS. HAMLIN passed
Committee. He has advanced the Harold (Pattie) Macurdy of Competition
the test with "flying colin the industry in at the "rattlin' bridge" with no
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Mars rules her health, the opposition of Neptune forecast her
and Mrs. Sam
Fla.,
Sarasota,
idea
that
the
KASA
Board
of
ors,"
Larent said. She bemany illnesses.
which he may work.
should
gan a permanent route yeshave (Lela) Gafford of Murray Route "As (as as) the individual boys in sight.
Nearby, in the fifth hciuse of romance, we find Sun ( life itself 1, Directors
became
and
Hughes
Barnes
Hettie
Mrs.
sisters,
three
terday between the compaMercury (the mind), and the Moon's lucky North Node. All are in representation other than only Four;
member might relate to the
Pisces. They certify that Liz is a trite romantic and will so remain. superintendents and is a sup- Cable and Mrs. Mattie Parker, President's message ... I think alarmed and called out the ny's Detroit and suburban
Sterling Heights offica&
Because this is also the house governing children, we may feel porter of the team concept in both of Murray, and Mrs. Nancy it will be generally accepted," rescue squad to help search for
NEW
YORK (UPI)—
Since Mrs. Hamlin wail
the three.
school administration in the local Nance of Dover, Tenn.; Tthree
stock market opened higher' certain that she genuinely loves her offspring.
"It will hurt, but I White, Hosford and Ladd, accetped as a mall-truck€
of Murray Usery said.
McHood
Rob
brothers,
school
systems
under
We
judge
from
his
her
fourth
and
fifth
house
planets
that,
when
La
moderately active trading t
think overall, if it is for the were, in the meantime, walking driver, two more women'
Route Five, Pat McHood of
Taylor defies convention, she is doing so because of inner feelings jurisdiction.
day.
good of the nation and good for back to the bridge on Hwy. 121 as have Applied for similar poi
Clayton
and
Ill.,
Decature,
Schultz
has served as
of inadequacy. She possesses a native ability to hide her real inShortly after the opening,
business where there can be the canoe had flipped,-dumping sitions and Larent said he
five
superintendent of the Murray McHood of Nashville, Tenn.;
would
Dow Jones industrial averag tentions.
more jobs, I think it will be them into the water. The three road give them extra-stiff
Her many loves were forecast by the sixth house. Here we find Independent Schools since July, grandchildren; two great
tests as well,
showed a gain of ;.59 at 11111.50
accepted
union
generally
by
the
were not hurt in the mishap.
Advances topped declines, 1 Venus affections) joined exactly with Uranus (the unusual). It is 1962. He is a member of the grandchildren.
member."
About 8:30 the three boys
significant that her loves have at first defied world opinion, after National Education Association, Funeral services are being held
Step into the
to 118, among the 419
which each evolved into marital respectability. Unlike the true th the Kentucky Education today at one p.m. at the chapel of Usery declined to predict walked up to Hwy. 121 and were
crowing the tape.
Wonderfu!
when
the
happen
what
would
adventuress, she marries her men. Both planets are in an area of Association and the local the Max Churchill Funeral Home
quite surprised that the massive
In the steel group, U.S. Steel Aries which produces gamblers
90-day period ends but "whatev- search for them was underway.
of one sort or another. (Charlie education association.
C.
Galloway
Morrison
Rev.
with
edged up % to 30%. Bethlehem Chaplin had Venus here, and Jesse James
er the future holds I hope that
his Uranus.
The leadership awards were officiating.
gained vs to 25%, Armco I.. at, Pluto in the runth house describes a world-traveler • favoring
as it presented by the KASA in Serving as pallbearers are it will be equally across the
17%.
board ... and that we can get
does her Moon and the North Node.
Ford climbed .
1 to 68 among Jupiter is at twelve o'clock high, in Leo, sign of actors. It recognition of achievements in Charles L. Eldridge, Eugene out of the economy an order as
of the
A.
Parker,
E.D.
the notors. Chrysler and promised Liz success from the moment she first drew breath. Also leadership in school ad- Nance, Groover
it should be."
BEACH
Martin
Jobe,
and
O.L.
Barnes,
ministration,
work
towards
unity
American Motors were un- in her tenth house of profession is Neptune. Its placement tells us
GI
Organized labor's opposition
in
Henson.
the
Kentucky
LONDON
(UPI): Parents
traching
changed at 31 and 8% our subject is not shallow she reads widely and tries to understand
centered on the lack of a
profession and commitment to Interment will be in the Murray has
have had their way too
respectively.
the world about her.
the
said
Usery
freeze.
profits
What lies ahead? In the next two years, anything can happen. securing better local un- Cemetery with the arrangements President had no authority to long, said Anna Dias, 7.
Du Pont climbed se to 1411%
school by the Max Churchill Funeral freeze profits, adding "it's very and Elsie Briartlan. 8 So
in the chemicals. Union Carbide Her Sun will progress to that explosive Venus-Uranus team, which derstanding of the
\
they wrote to the newspaadded vs to 45, Eastman Kodak will be rather like stepping on a land mine. She may divorce herself programs administered or Home.
hopeful that profits will be 15er. Daily Mirror to ansupervised
by
the
from
retirement
her
work;
would
have
much
recipients,
appeal,
at
such
a
'4 to 82%.
plowed back inqi the company nounce formation of a ctulBring your lighthearted spirit . we
according to Dr. Fred Williams,
In the oils, Phillips and time.
so that we can create more dren's liberation group.
supply everything else to romp or
KASA
executive
with
Burton all over again — or end their
secretary
Texaco were unchanged at 31% She may fall in love
rest
by the sparkling seal
Demands listed by the
Jobs."
and 32%, respectively. Standard marriage. With the advent of Sun to Venus, some great new love
Gov_ Preston Smith children, The Mirror said,
Texas
•
All
rooms & suites are
of California picked up 1.4 to could capture her.
oceanfront and have private
continued to fight the freeze so include :
REBUILD GIRL'S FACE
we
may
expect
then,
Liz
Until
Taylor
to
continue
making
films.
balconies
52%, with Getty up vs to 82%.
far as it affected pay increases
TORONTO (UPI) —Surgeons
professional now — a genuine motion picture star — and
The right not to kiss visand Occidental Lit higher at 16. She is a
• 2 Olympic pools,
scheduled for Texas state
her work is part of her identity. We suspect that when she does at the Hospital for Sick
Superior rose a full point to
employes and teachers on Sept. iting uncles and other rela1100 ft. of private beach
Children have completely rearretire, it will be with some regrets.
196)7, and Kerr-McGee added
1. The government plans to go tives
•
Color
ranged the eyes and nose of a
TV, phones, room service
The right to watch Fran1. to 431s.
9-year-old girl.
Scott Turner, age 29, formerly to court to try to stop Smith kenstein and Dracula films
•
Air conditioned & heated
Among the electronics, RCA
SCHOOL FUNDS •
The girl had a rare condition of Mayfield, now of Claritsville, and Smith said he would on television late at night.
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
rose L4 to 3534. Control Data
comply with whatever cowl — The right to refuse to eat
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Fe- called ocular
hypertelorism Mad., was killed instantly while
added ls to S9711 while
•
Golf & Tennis privileges •
down.
handed
was
deral officials have threatened caused for unknown
order
liver, spaghetti and boiled
reasons in at work late Saturday.
Westinghouse
and
From The
felt the eggs
he
National
said
he
But
to cut off $13 million in funds early pregnancy
•
9
Mrs.
wife,
hoie putting green
his
survived
by
is
He
—
Cash Register were unchanged
for Prince Georges County, pushed her eyes to the which Carolyn Garlannd Turner, four dispute should go all the way
-Their hand-written mani• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
extreme
at 91,02 and 42, respectively.
Md., the nation's 10th largest edges of her face.
sitter service
daughter, Lisa, Tammy, Debbie, the Supreme Court if necessa festo lists tin the original
General Electric eased Vs to
school district, for failure to In the 13-how
the
spell in g
'
Marsha. all of Clarksville, rY•
• Planned entertainment
and
operation,
the
60%, and Texas Instruments
"I don't think any Presiden grievances that need to be
rubmit a school desegregation first of its kind in Canada,
• Across from shopping center,
the Md.; his parents. James and has the right to void a stat put nght," tfx paper said:
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
was unchanged at 112x4.
olan.
parents-in-law,
Lewis;
surgeons
Quinton
moved
bowling, theatre
the
girls'
eyes
By
Caned Press International
Flying Tiger dipped % to 36%
added.
law,"
he
The Health, Education and closer together,
"Not being allowed in
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Garland of
• Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
in the airlines. American gave SAN QUENTIN, Calif.—Les- Welfare Department ( HEW I vacated sockets filling the Kirksey; numerous other
pubs.
Auto Racing
with bones
up Ls to Mat, but KLM rose % ter Jackson, on the killing of said 19.9 per cent of the grafted from
"Having to get up early.
relatives.
her
• Great deep sia fishing
hip,
his
and
son
George
during an listrict's 160,897 students
to 34%.
"Getting
smacked
and
are completely rebuilt her
alleged prison escape Saturday:
nose, The body is being brought to NO IRISH NEED APPLY
duiken
Write ler free brechierestes.
black and that 33 per cent of also with hip bone
the Byrn Funeral Home, WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
"I have no more sons. They
"Teachers
telling
you
them are in schools that are BO
call
friends
may
where
Mayfield,
Credit cards keeered!
have killed the last one now."
United States has told Ireland off."
per cent or more black.
after late Tuesday.
American Wren, Diners Clefs
'Continued from Page I
The Mirror said the girls'
SHOOT CHIEF AND FLEF.
that Its national airline AerlinSank American'. Master Charge
TECPAN DE GALEANA, Funeral services will be held ;us will no longer be allowed to parents are bearing up well
the kid,'I've lived around here all
WASHINGTON—Texas gover- GEN. DAVISON PROMOTED
p.m. at the Byrn sperate out of New York one under the "strain" of their
my life."
nor Preston Smith, on his WASHINGTON
UPI)
— Mexico (UPI) —This village Thursday at two
Mayfield. year from now, unless U.S. air militant daughters
defiance of President Nixon's Army Maj. Gen. Frederic E. was without police today. Its Funeral Home Chapel ,
The newspaper quoted
Coldwater
be
in
five
the
"God will not suffer man to have wage and price controls:
will
2arriers are granted the right
Burial
policemen
fled
after
Davison, the highest ranking
Elsie's
mother, Blanche
a knowledge of things to come; "I don't think any president Negro in the U.S. military assassinating the police chief. Cemetery.
o serve the Dublin airport.
Currently U.S. airlines are Brickman. as saying, "We
for if he had prescience of his has the right to void a state services, has been named Guerrero state officials said
were a bit shocked at some
prosperity, he would be careless; law.
slowed to land only at of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for police chief Jeremias Gutierrez
things they want We
arrangement
Santa
ihannon,
was
an
deshot
and if understanding of his adto
REVENGE
SWEET
death
at his
Personnel of the U.S. Army in
thought they were being a
BEACH MOTEL
home
business
to
attract
versity, he would be despairing
to
signed
Wednesday
night by the ST/tADBROKE, England
bit cheeky. But it's a bit of
Europe:
rest of the police force, who Rani—When a pig bit farm Aer Lingua which services the a scream, really"
Augustine of PITTSFIELD, Mass.—Jackie itdal frictions have
and senseless"
been
voyager Beach Motel Oceanfront Resort a
Jackson, after she failed in her acute in the Army in Erurope had complained about tow ;A y worker Stanley Cotton on hisi more convenient Dublin airport.
Hippo.
7424 1.1 AtlaAtic Aui Diet
tryout
to
become
the first during the past year. Black 'and promotions
arm, Cotton bit back--taking a If New York service is cut off
ARBOR NATION
Daytime Smith, Florida
tor the Irish line, it still would
Twenty-five million trees female professional baseball complaints have centered prin- The policemen fled into the nip at the pig's ear
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Passes Away

Liz Taylor faces Schultz
Receives
changes soon An Award
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Found Safe
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Dies Saturday
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A fellow was tea
mercury one day
astounded to find ti
traces of Tuna Fish
notified the proper g
agency which immed
releases to all news mi
people who process
issued statements to
that they were recall
shipment of mercur:
many retail outlets an
issued a warning not
mercury because of
Fish traces.

It is believed that r
nercury will be recove
far no illness or
resulted from the cot
Tlerettry.

The Mercury conta
one in another of th
contaminated items It
Pure Food and
ministration. Cyclarr
found to be contend
low calory cola drinl
was immediately tal
market until pure
could be produced.
until pure Cyclamen
produced.

The Pure Food anc
ministration is to
plimented on the fa
&dent manner in wl
reacted.

New comes the sto
Red Riding Hood vi
reader sends to us.
modern versio nos
similarity between th
the one you used to re
incidental.

"Once upon a tirn
away country, there 1
girl called Red Ridiru
day her mother askee
a basket of food to
Continued on Pa

Troop 771
Campout
At Shiloh
This past weekend
Troop 77 visited I
National Military Par
Pittsburgh Landin
Tennessee River.
The scouts hiked
covering a distance ol
30 miles. The hist
directed the boys ove
acre park which was I
the "bloodiest" Civil
fought over one hun
ago now referred
"Battle of Shiloh", of
Today the battlefie
m
marked with
markers, cannons, a
the scouts could easil
action which took pit
The local boys were
read two booklets a
and view a thirty rr
movie at the Parl
showing the reenact
battle.
Hiking, cooking, ai
requirements were cc
the three day campo
Panther Patrol Lee
Underwood was sele(
camper for the trip.
Other scouts makir
were Kent Harmon, II
Andy Wilson, Ernie I
Thurman,John Hart,
Jennings,
Tim
Billington, Mike
Rusty Moore, Joey
Gregg Fox. Adult h
were 0. J. Jennings i
Hart
Troop 77 meets ea
evenings at 6:30 p
basement of the Fir
Church.
LOSE LICE/
Howard Wayne Sc
Murray and Neva
1630 Hamilton ,Murr
their drivers license
according to the list
the Department of F
to the Traffic Safety'
committee.

